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Pre-Hazard MitigationPlanThomas County, Thomasville, Meigs,Ochlocknee, Boston and Pavo
Mitigation Plans form the foundation for a community's long-term strategy to reduce disaster

losses and break the cycle of disaster damage, reconstruction, and repeated damage. The
planning process is as important as the plan itself. It creates a framework for risk-based

decision making to reduce damages to lives, property, and the economy from future disasters.
Hazard mitigation is sustained action taken to reduce or eliminate long-term risk to people

and their property from hazards.
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTIONSummary of Changes: There were very few changes to Chapter One.
 The methodology changed somewhat because this is an update to a plan.
 An executive committee was formed to handle all aspects of the plan instead offorming subcommittees.
 The Enhanced Fujita scale has been added to replace its predecessor

I. PROBLEM STATEMENT, PURPOSE, AUTHORITY, AND NEED
Thomas County, Georgia is susceptible to natural and technological hazards that have thepossibility of causing serious threat to the health and security of the county’s citizens.  Thecost of response to and recovery from potential disasters can be lessened when attention isturned to mitigating impacts and effects before they happen.  Each year weather-relateddisasters in the United States cause approximately 500 deaths and approximately $14billion in property damage.1 As the nation’s communities continue to expand, carrying withthem physical development farther across the landscape, the number of people anddeveloped properties in the path of natural hazards increases significantly.  Consequently,the loss of life and property suffered by victims has increased with each disaster, andsurvivors of these calamities turn to government for redress, increasing the financialburden placed on the nation’s taxpayers.  In an effort to reduce such losses communities arebeing prompted to identify how, where and why they are susceptible to natural disasters,and take measures to mitigate, or reduce/eliminate exposure to them and the loss of lifeand property that so frequently occurs.
Preparation of this document is Thomas County’s response to the Disaster Mitigation Act of2000, an amendment to the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency AssistanceAct.  This law authorizes release of federal financial assistance to communities that haveexperienced a disaster of such severity as to receive a presidential declaration.  Simplystated, the referenced amendment establishes an additional eligibility requirement; afterNovember 1, 2004, to be eligible for federal financial disaster assistance a community mustnot only have been declared a disaster area by the president of the United States, but must
have prepared and adopted a federally approved pre-disaster mitigation plan.
1 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
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This is not to suggest that mitigation is novel to the community.  In recent years ThomasCounty has been among the state’s more aggressive communities in planning andimplementing preparedness activities.  The current effort expands upon those of previousyears by placing an increased emphasis on reducing the losses which commonly occur as aresult of disaster so the cost of response and recovery will also be less. The importance ofsuch efforts was clearly manifested locally in February 2009 with the devastating tornadoesthat struck the county.
This plan is not intended as a comprehensive identification and assessment of all potentialhazards; only those deemed most likely to occur.  It is recognized the community could beassailed by a disaster not addressed herein.  Neither does it address the local impacts whichmay result from a disaster occurring elsewhere, such as the burden placed on a communitybecause of its location on a hurricane evacuation route.

II. METHODOLOGY, PARTICIPANTS, PROCESSIn January 2011, the Southwest Georgia Regional Commission (SWGRC) began workingwith Thomas County to update the Pre-Hazard Mitigation Plan. The commission staffformed a committee at the Pre-Hazard Mitigation Plan Kickoff Meeting on June 22nd, 2011consisting of EMA/EMS personnel, Administrators and health department officials. It was atthis meeting that the newly formed committee decided that since this was an update to theplan, subcommittees would not be necessary because most of the data had already beenassembled from the current plan and needed minor updating and tweaking to be usable.The committee that had worked on the previous plan was a diverse group consisting ofmembers from most of the jurisdictions, so the product they had developed was a good basefor this update. All seven jurisdictions participating in the update had participated in theprevious plan. These include: Thomas County, Thomasville, Meigs, Ochlocknee, Coolidge,Boston and Pavo. The City of Barwick participated in Hazard Mitigation Planning activitieswith Brooks County. Each section of the plan was scrutinized by the SWGRC and theexecutive committee to assess the current content and offer additions/alternatives based onthe new requirements of FEMA and community goals. Other local documents werescrutinized to determine if any inconsistencies exist. These documents include ThomasCounty Comprehensive Plan 2005-2025, Meigs, Ochlocknee & Boston Comprehensive Plan,Thomas County Emergency Operations Plan and the Southwest Georgia Regional Plan.
As is customary, the comprehensive plan addressed community facilities; most, if not all, ofwhich were identified in this document as critical facilities.  Some issues, such as flood
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plains, were addressed in the natural resources section but have since been updated byFEMA.  The local comprehensive plan is scheduled for update by June 30th, 2018.
The emergency operations plan (EOP) was also reviewed for preparation of this document.It was found, however, that the LEOP is less concerned about mitigation and more aboutresponse, which is the whole point of the plan so much of it although informative provednot very useful in the mitigation plan. A copy of the EOP may be found in Appendix B.
Numerous other sources were used in the course of plan preparation, including the GeorgiaDepartment of Natural Resources, Georgia Forestry Commission, Georgia TornadoDatabase, National Climatic Data Center, National Weather Service, newspaper articles, andinterviews with numerous local sources. Much of the information gathered was informationregarding hazard events to befall Thomas County. The State Hazard Mitigation Strategy wasreviewed, and although a good plan, the information was not incorporated due to thegeneralized statewide nature of the plan. Flood Mitigation Assistance Plans and FloodInsurance Studies do not exist for Thomas County and could not be reviewed. TheCommunity Wildfire Protection Plan was reviewed and although wildfire is not a highpriority hazard, many aspects of it can be tied to drought conditions and have beenincorporated into this plan.In August 2011, a HMPC was convened consisting of various department heads andpersonnel representing Thomas County, Thomasville, Meigs, Ochlocknee, Boston, Coolidgeand Pavo. The City of Pavo, Meigs and Ochlocknee could not attend any meetings with thegroup, but was conferred with separately with the Thomas County EMA Director as theirschedule permitted and reviewed the draft plan before submittal. The Mayors of Meigs,Ochlocknee and Coolidge reviewed the plan and the police chief of Coolidge provided inputregarding critical facilities in Coolidge. This group began examining the existing documentand analyzing its contents. Each section of the plan was reviewed and analyzed todetermine if the contents are still valid and whether the contents need to be updated. TheLocal Hazard, Risk, and Vulnerability section was scrutinized to determine the top disastersthat face Thomas County and it was found that tornados are the biggest threat to ThomasCounty.Tornados took the top of the list of natural hazards facing Thomas County because of theirfrequency in southwest Georgia and their potential to do very serious damages. The mostfrustrating part of tornados is not being able to predict where they are going to hit whichmeans that mitigation plans for them need to be applied with a broad brush approach. Thegoals and implementation measures for tornados have changed slightly but many of themeasures are ongoing. The HMPC goals and implementation measures include topicsdealing directly with early warning and different ways for citizens to be informed, but also
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education about how to prepare (where to go, what to have ready, etc.), and enforcingbuilding codes for tornados.
Thunderstorm winds took the next spot in natural disasters because of the frequency withwhich it occurs and the indirect results (flooding) of this naturally occurring phenomenon.The goals and implementation strategy for thunderstorm winds centers around education,public awareness and preparation, because it is believed that if citizens areaware/reminded of the dangers posed by thunderstorm winds, they will take thatinformation more seriously and make preparations for weathering the storm.
Drought fell to number three on the list because Thomas County has a strong agrarianeconomy. Recent drought periods caused many wells to have to be drilled deeper duemostly to center pivot irrigation drawing down the water table below nearby residentialwells.
Floods are a natural hazard that Thomas County knows all too well given their history ofrepeated flooding. Flooding moved down in its position as a threat to Thomas County. TheHMPC decided this because they realize that past flooding and the aftermath have created a“flood aware” community. Citizens realize how susceptible areas of Thomas County are toflooding and consequently the topic stays fresh in the minds of citizens, developers andelected officials.
Hurricanes retained their positions on the list of hazards affecting Thomas County.Hurricanes pose a threat because of the winds generated but more so is the amount ofwater in the form of rain that accompanies them. Enforcing building codes should helpmitigate the effects on the local building stock.
Winterstorms were removed from the list despite the fact that they occur very infrequentlyand generally do not do much damage. Winterstorms were removed because they occur soinfrequently and do so little actual damage that to address them in a pre-hazard mitigationplan would be considered a strain on other efforts for other hazards. Essentially, it has beendetermined that mitigating the effects of winterstorms is a fight not worth fighting.
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Technological hazards were reviewed by the HMPC and, although still a threat, the situationrelative to this threat in Thomas County has not changed and public outreach and educationis still the goal and implementation method of choice regarding technological hazards.
The goals and objectives were reviewed by the HMPC to first determine whether the goalshad changed and if so to what degree. The objectives and tasks were then reviewed basedon the following basic criteria:

 Is the objective or task still in line with the goals?
 Are the objectives and tasks appropriate for accomplishing the goal?
 Are the tasks associated with each objective cost effective?
 Are there more efficient ways to accomplish the stated goal and objective?

The Plan Maintenance section was reviewed based on the following criteria:
 Are action steps being overlooked?
 Is measurable progress being made towards goals?
 Is the plan maintenance section cost effective?

There were no changes made to this section because it was determined that the criteriawere being met.
After changes had been proposed, the SWGRC looked at the newest requirements for PHMPfrom FEMA and GEMA and how to reassemble the plan with proposed changes into aninitial draft to be presented to GEMA for comments. At this time a public hearing was heldto allow public comment.
Executive Committee – comprised of EMA Director, City Manager, Hospital Liason, PublicWorks, Fire and Police Departments, Thomas County Health Department, Thomas CountyTransit, Thomas County E911 and Thomas County Information Systems/GIS.
In general, the Executive Committee convened once every 30 days during their months ofactivity, although some activity extended beyond a month.

Chris Jones – Thomas County Fire/EMA Director
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Connie Gilbert – PHN, Thomas County Health DepartmentWhitney Hopkins – Training Officer, Thomas County E911Steven Jones – Thomas County Sheriffs OfficeCorey McGee –Manager of Operations, Thomas County TransitRon Kelley – Engineering Tech, Thomas County Public WorksDerrick Ogletree – Thomas County IT/GIS DepartmentRobin Lawson - Thomas County Fire DepartmentJames Mann – Co-Director, Thomas County Fire/EMAJames Wright – Chief, Coolidge Police DepartmentAnne Powell – Director, Thomas County E911Troy Rich – Assistant Chief, Thomasville Police DepartmentAndrew Wurst – Mayor, City of MeigsDiane Causey – Mayor, City of CoolidgeJames Wright – Police Chief, City of CoolidgeRonelle Searcy – Mayor, City of OchlockneeFerrell Llowell – Chief of Police, City of BostonSteve O’Neil – Southwest Georgia Regional CommissionThe Southwest Georgia Regional Commission assisted the committees with data collection,research and analysis, facilitated all committee meetings and public hearings, compiled anextensive cartographic digital database, including GPS collection of critical facilities, andcompiled the final written document.All of the jurisdictions and the respective personnel that had a role in working on theoriginal PHMP from 2005 were invited and all jurisdictions, with the exception of Meigs andOchlocknee, attended meetings. Meigs and Ochlocknee could not attend the meetings butwere asked to review the plan and provide input.A draft of the Thomas County Prehazard Mitigation Plan was sent via email to adjoiningjuridictions EMA directors for their review and comments. A hard copy of the plan was sentto adjoining jurisdictions in Florida for their review and input as well. A list of theserecipients from adjoining jurisdictions can be found in Appendix E.
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Because of their responsibility for promoting the general public welfare and providingemergency response services, there was a very strong local government interest andinvolvement in plan development from the cities of Meigs, Ochlocknee, Coolidge, Pavo,Boston and Thomasville.
Two publicly advertised hearings will be held during plan development. The first hearingwas held July 17th 2012 at the Remington Street Emergency Services Complex to inform thegeneral public of the effort and to invite comment and participation. There were noattendees. The second hearing was held July 11th 2013 at the Remington Street EmergencyServices Complex, to provide a status report and to again solicit public input. There were 3attendees.

III. ORGANIZATION
A detailed analysis of each of six natural hazards is presented in Chapter 2.  The analysesconsist of a description of the hazard and the damage potential, historical frequency andprobability of future occurrence, an inventory of assets exposed to the hazard and anestimate of the loss which the community could reasonably be expected to incur, land usepatterns as they relate to each hazard, and any aspects of hazards which may be unique toany of the jurisdictions.  Technological hazards are addressed in Chapters 3 and 5 in thisplan.     Presented in Chapter 4 is an itemized list of goals, objectives, tasks and action stepswhich are proposed for implementation to mitigate likely adverse impacts of specific hazardevents.  This part of the plan also identifies, prioritizes, and suggests funding sources forhazard mitigation activities.  Chapter 6 describes how the plan will be implemented andmaintained.  Chapter 7 consists of a concluding statement, followed by appendices.

IV. HAZARD RISK VULNERABILITY (HRV) SUMMARY
This plan identifies and assesses community risks to certain natural hazards and identifieshow to reduce exposure to them.  The assessment provides the factual basis for activitiesproposed to reduce losses, including a description of the type, location, and extent of naturalhazards deemed most likely to befall Thomas County.  Reference was made to the historicalrecord to compile information on previous events and for use in estimating the probabilityof hazard recurrence.
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Vulnerability includes a summary of past events and their impacts.  This is quantified bydescribing the types and numbers of existing and future buildings, infrastructure, andcritical facilities located in identified hazard prone/susceptible areas.  Estimates of thepotential dollar losses that could reasonably be expected to result from another specifiedhazard event are also presented.
Land uses and development trends were reviewed for the purpose of identifying mitigationoptions that can be considered in future land use decisions to reduce each jurisdiction’sspecific risk.
Based on these assessments a blueprint for reducing potential losses was developed,incorporating expansion and improvement on existing authorities, policies, programs andresources.  The blueprint includes goals and objectives to reduce or avoid long-termvulnerabilities to hazards.  The end product is a prioritized action plan with specific steps toachieve stated goals.  This, in turn, is supplemented with a maintenance process to monitor,evaluate, and update the mitigation plan within a five-year timeframe.  The followinghazards are addressed in this:

 Tornado
 Thunderstorm Winds
 Drought
 Flood
 Hurricane

Each hazard is identified in Chapters 2 and 3.  The impact and past occurrences of eachhazard are discussed as well how each jurisdiction is affected.  Included are particularvulnerabilities in Thomas County and an estimate of potential losses due to damage fromeach hazard.
V. LOCAL MITIGATION GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

This plan will serve as guidance for Thomas County and the Cities of Thomasville, Meigs,Ochlocknee, Boston, Coolidge and Pavo in coordinating and implementing hazard mitigation
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policies, programs, and projects.  This plan will be periodically updated and revised in orderto facilitate and direct the ongoing implementation of hazard mitigation activities.  Throughthe preparation of this plan and the implementation of the associated Action Plan, thecommunity plans to achieve the following goals:
GOAL #1 Ensure the public health and safety of the citizens of Thomas CountyGOAL #2 To facilitate responsible development in Thomas County and incorporatedareas so as to reduce or eliminate the potential impacts of disastersGOAL #3 To enhance public awareness and understanding of disaster preparednessGOAL #4 To extend and increase public awareness of flood insurance as a mitigativemeasureGOAL #5 To enhance post-disaster response and recovery activities

VI. MULTI-JURISDICTIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
This document has been developed for unincorporated Thomas County and the Cities ofThomasville, Meigs, Ochlocknee, Boston, Coolidge and Pavo.  The plan includes anidentification and analysis of a comprehensive range of specific mitigation actions needed toreduce the adverse effects of specific hazards in each jurisdiction.  With few exceptions,each jurisdiction is susceptible to the same natural hazards.  However, where applicablesome specific mitigation actions have been identified for each jurisdiction.

VII. ADOPTION, IMPLEMENTATION, MONITORING AND EVALUATION
The Thomas County Pre-Disaster Mitigation Plan was formally adopted (see following page)by the Thomas County Board of Commissioners and the City Councils of Cities ofThomasville, Meigs, Ochlocknee, Boaston, Coolidge and Pavo after receiving notificationfrom the Georgia Emergency Management Agency that the plan complied with applicablefederal regulations.
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Presented in Chapter 6 is a description of plan implementation, monitoring, evaluation, andupdate activities, public participation, and the process of incorporating mitigation intoother planning and administrative functions of the three local governments.  This sectiondetails the process that will ensure the Thomas County Pre-Disaster Mitigation Planbecomes an integral part of local governance and life in the community.
Milestone Number of Days to CompleteInitial Planning Meeting for stakeholders 1 dayIdentify repetitive loss structures 30 daysEstablish a property flood mitigation priority program 30 daysIdentify project structures 30 daysDetermine mitigation measures for each repetitive loss structure 30 daysComplete Draft Mitigation Plan 30 daysPublic Hearing for Review and Comments 30 daysPresent Final Mitigation Plan for Approval 15 daysSubmit Plan to GEMA for Review 30 daysSubmit Plan to FEMA for Review 30 daysFormal Approval and Adoption of Plan 15 daysImplement Changes from FEMA and GEMA Review 15 daysImplementation of Plan OngoingEvaluation of Plan March - AnnuallyUpdate of Plan (Informal – not submitted to GEMA May - AnnuallyUpdate of Plan (Formal – submitted to GEMA May – 2018
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CHAPTER 2 - NATURAL HAZARD, RISK AND VULNERABILITY(HRV) SUMMARYSummary of changes:
 The Enhanced Fujita scale has been added to replace its predecessor
 All Hazard event tables have been updated to account for storms in the yearssince creation of the plan.
 Values for critical facilities have been updated.
 GMIS report data has been updated/included in the appendix

I. NATURAL HAZARD – TORNADO
A. Hazard IdentificationA tornado is a violently rotating column of air extending from athunderstorm to the ground, usually spawned when the weather is warm,humid and unsettled; conditions common to the local area.  Severe weatherconditions, such as a thunderstorm or hurricane, can produce a tornado.Tremendous destruction can occur with the combined action of strongwinds (some at speeds in excess of 250 mph) and the impact of wind-bornedebris.  Damage paths can be in excess of one mile wide and fifty miles long.Although the path may be erratic, storm movement is usually fromsouthwest to northeast.  Tornadoes most often occur between 3 and 8 p.m.,but may occur at any time of day or night.  The official tornado season lastsfrom March-August with a peak in March-May, but they can occur anywhere,any time of year.  Advance planning and quick response are keys tosurviving a tornado.  Information gleaned from the National Climatic DataCenter, The Tornado Project and local newspapers revealed the followinghistory of tornadic activity in the community.
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Enhanced Fujita (EF) Scale Rating System for Tornado Strength

Figure 1. In the USA and some other countries, on February 1, 2007, the Fujita scale was decommissioned infavor of what these scientists believe is a more accurate Enhanced Fujita Scale, which replaces it. The EF Scale isthought to improve on the F-scale on many counts—it accounts for different degrees of damage that occur withdifferent types of structures, both man-made and natural. The expanded and refined damage indicators and degrees ofdamage standardize what was somewhat ambiguous. It also is thought to provide a much better estimate for windspeeds, and sets no upper limit on the wind speeds for the strongest level, EF5. Source: NOAA’s National Weather
Service, Storm Prediction Center
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B. Hazard ProfileAll geographical areas of the county are susceptible to the randomness oftornadic activity.  Although there have not been any such hazards of disasterproportions to befall the community for well over a half century, smallstorms have nevertheless been present, and climatic conditions wereconducive for others to occur as has been evidenced by the issuance oftornado warnings and watches. Thomas County typically see’s damage fromtornados ranging from simple wind damage, to roof damage and large treesuprooted these are reflected in the magnitude of events to hit ThomasCounty which ranges from F0 to F3 on the older Fujita Scale. Thomas Countyis susceptible to Tornados ranging from F0 to F3 (EF0 to EF3, most likely, onthe Enhanced Fujita Scale). Based solely on the historic trend analysis(Appendix A – Hazard Frequencies Table, Page 61) of available data, thecommunity has a 21.43% chance of experiencing a tornado event any givenyear. The information was not broken down by jurisdiction becauseaccurate data does not exist that would permit that to happen. Informationgleaned from the National Climatic Data Center, The Tornado Project andlocal newspapers revealed the following history of tornadic activity in thecommunity.

Source:  National Climatic Data Center

* Specific injury data not available
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Thomas County has had 12 tornado events in the last 56 years that havecaused injuries and property loss.  The tornadoes have ranged in magnitudefrom F0 to F3 and have caused upwards of $13.7 million in propertydamage.
C. Community ExposureThe random, sudden and violent natures of the tornado place all residentsand all physical development throughout the community at risk.  The criticalfacilities identified in Thomas County and its cities are schools,governmental facilities, fire and emergency medical facilities, water andwastewater treatment facilities and solid waste sites.  The Thomas CountyPre-Disaster Planning Team used GIS, E-911 information, related websites,GEMA’s online database, and other modeling tools to map the county’scritical facilities and determine which are most likely to be affected bytornadoes. This, of course, includes all the community’s criticalinfrastructure, identified in Appendix A.  According to the critical facilitiesinventory report (wind) and Worksheet #3A, the most damage in terms ofdollars would be in the residential sector.  There is a potential of $2.1 billionin damage to structures and $277.6 million in damage to critical facilities.The data for worksheet 3A was from the tax digest and could not be brokendown by jurisdiction so what is shown includes both Thomas County and thecities within. For more specifics on this data please see in Appendix D - forWorksheet #3A Inventory of Assets – Tornado.  The Critical FacilitiesInventory is in Appendix A (Page 16-20).
D. Estimate of Potential LossesTwo formats prescribed by the Georgia Emergency Management Agencywere used in estimating potential losses: the Georgia Mitigation InformationSystem (GMIS) and the Assets Worksheet. Data input for the CriticalFacilities Inventory included the replacement value of each critical facilityidentified. The value of the critical facilities in Thomas County is $277.6million. All of the facilities are subject to damage from tornadoes.  Thisinformation can be reviewed in detail in Worksheet #3A - Tornado,Appendix D.  Population data is presented in Appendix B.
E. Land Use and Development TrendsBecause of the random nature of tornadoes the entire community is at risk.Consequently, there are not any local land use or development trends
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applicable to the tornado hazard.  Building codes are enforced in ThomasCounty and the cities of Thomasville, Meigs, Ochlocknee, Boston, Coolidgeand Pavo. Wind speed threshold for new construction in the county and itscities is 109 mph, with the exception of parts of northeast Thomas County,including parts of Coolidge and Pavo, which have a wind threshold of 99mph. The rural/agricultural nature of Thomas County suggests that if atornado touched down in the county that the losses would likely be minimal,whereas if a tornado touched down in any of the municipalities within thecounty, the losses would be very drastic.There are no new or plannedstructures/buildings/infrastructure/developments that would beconsidered critical or non-critical facilities planned for Thomas County orthe cities of Thomasville, Meigs, Ochlocknee, Boston, Coolidge and Pavo thatwould be subject to other requirements above and beyond that of theadopted building codes.
F. Multi-Jurisdictional DifferencesThe Thomas County Pre Disaster Mitigation Plan assessed each communityto determine if there was a variation in risk from tornadoes.  From theassessment it was determined there is no variation in risk of a tornado eventin any jurisdiction, or at any location that differs from the risk facing theentire community. Tornados are statistically more likely to hit theunincorporated Thomas County because it occupies proportionally moreland area than the cities within. Pre-disaster mitigation measures relevant totornadoes are applicable throughout Thomas County.  A map of eachjurisdiction as it related to tornadoes is located in Appendix A (ThomasCounty Critical Facilities Map Images – Tornado, Page 33-39).
G. Hazard, Risk and Vulnerability SummaryTornadoes can strike anywhere in the community, at any time of day andany time of year, with suddenness and with great intensity as a result ofweather conditions common to the area.  The current state of technologycannot prevent such hazards from occurring.  Development regulations canbe modified to protect structures from these events, and reduce the loss ofproperty and life.  Education and public awareness is another important stepin preventing loss from tornadoes and high winds. The community mustprepare in advance, and be able to respond quickly and appropriately tosuch an event.
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No changes have occurred Thomas County with regards to development,population, infrastructure, etc. that would increase or decrease thecommunity’s vulnerability to tornadoes since the previous plan wasapproved.
II. NATURAL HAZARD – THUNDERSTORM WINDS

A. Hazard IdentificationThunderstorm winds are generally short in duration involving straight-linewinds (as opposed to a rotating column of air) and/or gusts in excess of 50mph.  This hazard tends to affect areas of softwood trees, a feature commonin the community, areas with exposed improvements and infrastructure, andabove ground utilities.  These winds can cause power outages,transportation and economic disruptions, significant property damage andpose a high risk of injuries and loss of life.
B. Hazard ProfileAll areas of the county have experienced damage from thunderstorm winds.Although there have not been any such hazards of “disaster” proportions, itis the most common natural hazard to befall the community. Thomas Countylies mostly in the 100-109 mph wind zone, with the exception of areas innortheast Thomas County and parts of Pavo and Coolidge, but rarely seethese speeds. Examples of local damages include forests, trees blown ontohomes, commercial establishments and power lines, moving semi-trailertrucks blown off the highway, roofs torn off buildings and signs blown offbusinesses.  The historic record as compiled by the National Climatic DataCenter documents 71 thunderstorm events over the past 55 years.  Nodeaths or injuries were documented and property damage reportedlytotaled $1.94 million.  Extrapolating from the past half century of availabledata, the community has a 129% probability of experiencing thunderstormwinds any given year (Appendix A- Hazard Frequencies Table, Page 61).
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National Climatic Data Center

C. Community ExposureThe random, sudden and violent natures of thunderstorms place allresidents and all physical development throughout the community at risk.The probability breakdown for the jurisdictions is as follows:

The critical facilities identified in Thomas County and its cities are schools,governmental facilities, fire and emergency medical facilities, water andwastewater treatment facilities and solid waste sites.  The Thomas CountyPre-Disaster Planning Team used GIS, E-911 information, related websites,GEMA’s online database, and other modeling tools to map the county’scritical facilities and determine which are most likely to be affected by

Community %
Thomas County 58%
Thomasville 31%
Boston 3%
Ochlocknee 1%
Pavo 1%
Coolidge 1%
Meigs 0%
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thunderstorms. This, of course, includes all the community’s criticalinfrastructure, identified in Appendix A.  According to the critical facilitiesinventory report (Thunderstorm) and Worksheet #3A, the most damage interms of dollars would be in the residential sector. There is a potential of$2.1 billion in damage to structures and $277.6 million in damage to criticalfacilities. The data for worksheet 3A was from the tax digest and could notbe broken down by jurisdiction so what is shown includes both ThomasCounty and the cities within. For more specifics on this data please see inAppendix D - for Worksheet #3A Inventory of Assets – Thunderstorms.  TheCritical Facilities Inventory is in Appendix A (Page 16-20).
The critical facilities identified in Thomas County are schools, governmentalfacilities, fire and emergency medical facilities, and water system.  Whilethere was no damage to critical facilities from the thunderstorms windslisted in the data above electricity to those facilities can be severely affectedfor long periods of time in thunderstorm events due to wind damage and/orlightning.  This creates a need for electricity to be restored quickly eitherthrough repairing the power lines or obtaining fuel powered generators.This, of course, includes all the community’s critical infrastructure, identifiedin Appendix A.

D. Estimate of Potential LossesTwo formats prescribed by the Georgia Emergency Management Agencywere used in estimating potential losses: the Georgia Mitigation InformationSystem (GMIS) and the Assets Worksheet. Data input for the CriticalFacilities Inventory included the replacement value of each critical facilityidentified. This information can be viewed in Appendix A (Critical Facilities –Wind Hazard 16-20). According to the critical facilities inventory thereplacement value totals $277.6 million and there was no total for functionaluse value.Thomas County and its municipalities are susceptible to wind speedsranging from 90 mph to 109 mph.Thomas county lies mostly within Wind Zone 3 which means structures inthis zone must be built to withstand 100 to 109 mph winds. Areas innortheast Thomas County including portions of Coolidge and Pavo, lie inWind Zone 2 which means structures in this zone must be built to withstand90 to 99 mph winds. According to the Georgia Mitigation InformationSystem, the Wind Hazard Scores are based on the 2000 InternationalBuilding Code, figure 1609 contours showing 3 second gust wind speeds
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with a 50 year return interval. The Northwest portion of the state scored anadditional point for the 250 mph community tornado shelter design zoneaccording to FEMA publications.
E. Land Use and Development TrendsBecause of the random nature of thunderstorms the entire community is atrisk.  Consequently, there are not any local land use or development trendsapplicable to the thunderstorm hazard.  Building codes are enforced inThomas County and all the cities. Wind speed threshold for newconstruction in most of county and its cities is 109 mph while small areas inthe northeast part of the county are 99 mph. The Wind Hazard Scores arebased on the 2000 International Building Code, figure 1609 contoursshowing 3 second gust wind speeds with a 50 year return interval. TheNorthwest portion of the state scored an additional point for the 250 mphcommunity tornado shelter design zone according to FEMA publications.

There are no new or plannedstructures/buildings/infrastructure/developments that would beconsidered critical or non-critical facilities planned for Thomas County orthe cities within that would be subject to other requirements above andbeyond that of the adopted building codes.
F. Multi-Jurisdictional DifferencesThe Thomas County Pre Disaster Mitigation Plan assessed each communityto determine if there was a variation in risk from thunderstorms.  From theassessment it was determined there is no variation in risk of a thunderstormevent in any jurisdiction, or at any location that differs from the risk facingthe entire community. The municipalities within Thomas County may notreceive as much damage as Thomas County but because the development ismore concentrated there is more of a probability for flying debris to causemore damage. Most of the county is subject to building codes that requiresstructures to withstand the 109 mph wind speed threshold which isindicated on the critical facilities map, while small areas in the northeastpart of the county are 99 mph.  The critical facilities map of each jurisdictionas it related to thunderstorm winds is located in Appendix A (ThomasCounty Critical Facilities Map Images – Thunderstorm, Page 33-39).
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G. Hazard, Risk and Vulnerability SummaryThunderstorm winds are the community’s most common natural hazardevent, and have demonstrated the ability to strike anywhere at any time.The current state of technology cannot prevent such hazards from occurring.The community must prepare in advance, and be able to respond quicklyand intelligently to such an event.No changes have occurred Thomas County with regards to development,population, infrastructure, etc. that would increase or decrease thecommunity’s vulnerability to thunderstorm winds since the previous planwas approved. Thomas County EMA has incorporated a reverse E911 systemsince the creation of the original plan that cuts down on warning notificationtime.
III. NATURAL HAZARD – DROUGHT

A. Hazard IdentificationA drought is a prolonged period without rain which progresses in stages.The first stage, meteorological drought, occurs when precipitation fallsbelow normal levels and is usually expressed as a rainfall deficit, e.g., inchesbelow normal.  Stage two, agricultural drought, occurs when the amount ofmoisture in the soil no longer meets the needs of a particular crop.  Whenmeteorological drought occurs at a critical time of year it can result in waterdeficient topsoil, which may hinder germination and reduce crop yield.  Thistype drought is usually measured in soil moisture levels and can bedevastating to agricultural communities.  (The accompanying table indicatesthe frequency of stage two conditions in the community over the past twoand one-half decades.)
Drought Events Date DamageProperty CropStatewide 1954 0 NAStatewide 1980 0 NAStatewide 1986 0 NA
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94 Georgia Counties 1997 0 46.5MStatewide 2000 0 307MStatewide 2001 0 NAStatewide 2002 0 NASouth Georgia 2010 0 NA
Source:  Cooperative Extension Service

* Made by the Governor on recommendation of agriculture service agencies

Many other counties were included; No damage estimates available

Hydrological drought is the third stage.  This occurs when surface andsubsurface (ground) water supplies fall below normal levels due toprolonged meteorological drought.  Indicators include decreased streamflow rates, lake elevations and groundwater levels.  Hydrological droughtcan be detrimental to the environment, upsetting the hydrologic cycle andimpacting fish, wildlife and plant species.  If this persists long enough,demand for water may exceed supply, leading to the fourth stage – socio-economic drought.  This stage (considered extreme for Thomas County) cantake many months, or even years to develop, often with devastating socialand economic consequences. Future severity can also be determined by thePalmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI). According to the Palmer index forThomas County, times of severe drought reach -4 to -5.5 on the chart andthese numbers can be used to estimate the extent or potential strength fordroughts in store for Thomas County in the future.The Palmer Index is a measurement of dryness based on recent precipitationand temperature and is the unofficial measure of drought conditions. ThePalmer Drought Index is based on a supply-and-demand model of soilmoisture. Supply is comparatively straightforward to calculate, but demandis more complicated as it depends on many factors - not just temperatureand the amount of moisture in the soil but hard-to-calibrate factorsincluding evapotranspiration and recharge rates.
B. Hazard ProfileDrought is a widespread weather pattern affecting a much larger area thanany single community.  Hence, drought affects the entire community,
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primarily economically because critical facilities are not directly susceptibleto adverse impacts of such an event.  Generally, the population is not at riskfrom physical harm, except in the latter stages of a severe drought.  In thedrought of 2000-2002, private wells began to run dry in the county.  Inaddition during drought, Thomas County is susceptible to local wildfireswhich tax the local fire departments.According to the Thomas County Wildfire Protection Plan, the wildland firerisk assessments conducted in 2009 by the Thomas County FireDepartments returned an average score of 79, placing Thomas County in thelower “High” hazard range.Over the past half century the historical record documented eleven droughtevents.  No deaths or injuries were recorded. A few of these events from2000 to 2002 were likely one extended drought period. Based on thedrought history in the graph below, Thomas County can reasonably expectto see drought conditions with a PDSI index of at least -2 every 2 to 5 years.Other such events are known to have occurred earlier, but supportingdocumentation could not be located.  Based on straight-line extrapolationfrom the documented record of Local Agricultural Drought Declarations (seeSection A), the community has a 7.14% chance of experiencing a drought inany given year (Appendix A – Hazard Frequencies Table, Page 61).

Data from: NCDC, Georgia region 7
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C. Community ExposureThe nature of drought is such that the entire community is affected,primarily economically.  Generally, neither the population nor criticalfacilities are at risk of physical harm, except in the latter stages of a severedrought. South Georgia has been under drought conditions since October,2010. It is widely understood that droughts are cyclical and the droughtconditions will undoubtedly return and Thomas County and it municipalitiesare taking the threat seriously and being proactive in preparing for the nextdrought cycle. According to the critical facilities inventory report (drought)and Worksheet #3A, the most damage in terms of dollars would be in theagricultural sector.  There is a potential of $2.15 billion in damage tostructures including $277.6 million in critical facilities. The data forworksheet 3A was from the tax digest and could not be broken down byjurisdiction so what is shown includes both Thomas County and the citieswithin. For more specifics on this data please see in Appendix D - forWorksheet #3A Inventory of Assets – Drought.  The Critical Facilities data isin Appendix A (Critical Facilities Inventory – Drought/Wildfire, Page 25-28)
D. Estimate of Potential LossTwo formats prescribed by the Georgia Emergency Management Agencywere used in estimating potential losses: the Georgia Mitigation InformationSystem (GMIS) and the Assets Worksheet. Generally, neither the populationnor critical facilities are at risk of physical harm, except in the latter stages ofa severe drought, which the community was exposed to in 2000.  These deepwells are generally not affected until the late or “critical” stages of drought.Agriculture crops are most directly affected by drought, and their loss canimpose a severe economic burden on the local economy.  Crop loss data wassought but found not to be reliable.  Within the community it is commonknowledge that the past two decades of drought conditions have contributedto a significant reduction in the number of local farmers. This informationcan be reviewed in detail in Worksheet #3A – Drought/Wildfire, Appendix D.
E. Land Use and Development TrendsIn Thomas County, the agriculture sector is most at risk to drought, and thecommunity relies heavily on the agricultural economy.  Over three fourths ofthe land area is classified as prime farmland; compared to 21% of the stateland area.
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There are no new or plannedstructures/buildings/infrastructure/developments that would beconsidered critical or non-critical facilities planned for Thomas County orthe cities within that would be subject to other requirements above andbeyond that of the adopted building codes.
F. Multi-Jurisdictional DifferencesWhile the physical impact of drought related losses occurs in theunincorporated area of the community, the resulting economic impact is feltcommunity-wide.  Because of the relative size of agriculture in the localeconomy, whatever affects production has a direct and immediate effect onthe community. A map of each jurisdiction as it related to drought is locatedin Appendix A (Thomas County Critical Facilities Map Images –Drought/Wildfire, Page 40-46).
G. Hazard, Risk and Vulnerability SummaryDrought does not have the sudden, violent impact on a communitycharacteristic of a storm.  A significant reduction from normal rainfall levelswill first be felt by the agricultural community, and because agriculturecomprises such a large share of the local economy, whatever affectsproduction has a direct and immediate effect on the well-being of thecommunity.  Because conventional agriculture is so dependent on water, thecommunity’s front-line of defense against drought rests on the farmer.  Yet,the producer’s percentage return on economic investment is among thelowest of any economic sector, increasing the difficulty of maintaining astrong front-line defense.  The community should identify additional ways toreduce economic dependence on agriculture.No changes have occurred Thomas County with regards to development,population, infrastructure, etc. that would increase or decrease thecommunity’s vulnerability to drought since the previous plan was approved.

IV. NATURAL HAZARD – FLOOD
A. Hazard Identification
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The overflow of rivers and streams onto normally dry lands due to severestorms or torrential rains is often a secondary impact of tropical storms orhurricanes.  Among the most common factors affecting the extent of floodingare: topography, ground saturation, rainfall intensity and duration, soil type,drainage, drainage patterns, basin size, vegetative cover and developmentdensity/impervious surfaces.  Flooding may occur slowly as the result of anextended rain or storm event, or as the result of a flash flood sometimescausing dam failure.
B. Hazard ProfileThomas County has seen three flood events in the past 10 years.  Thesefloods have mostly impacted residential and agricultural properties alongthe Ocholocknee River.  In both the cities and the County, areas adjacent tothe Ocholocknee River and small creeks are subject to frequent flooding.The cities of Thomasville, Boston, and Coolidge have problems during flashflood events.  Low elevation areas within those cities flood very quickly dueto stormwater drainage problems.Using detailed analysis and modeling, FEMA determines the base floodelevation (BFE), which is the predicted flood water elevation above meansea level. Habitable areas of any new construction must begin above thislevel. For instance, a property in a B zone with a BFE of 2 feet would needthe first habitable floor (generally, a floor with a bedroom) to be raised 2feet or more.Flood Elevations were established for areas in Thomas County for OquinaCreek (a tributary of the Ochlocknee River), a tributary of Ward’s Creek andOlive Creek. The range of BFE’s for Oquina Creek range from 169 feet at thejunction with the Ochlocknee River to 267 feet in the city of Thomasville.The range of BFE’s for a tributary extending north from Ward’s Creek to thesouthwestern corner of the Thomasville city limits is 190 feet at theconnection to the main section Ward’s Creek to 218 feet at the ThomasvilleCity limits. The range of BFE’s for Olive Creek that extends into Thomasvillefrom the east and south are 134 feet, where it connects to the Aucilla River,and 257 feet in the southern and eastern sides of the city of Thomasville.
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National Climate Data CenterInput of available data suggests a 53.5% probability of a flood event in anygiven year (Appendix A – Hazard Frequencies Table, Page 61).Accurate data does not exist to allow probability of flooding to bedetermined with regards to any particular jurisdiction.
C. Community ExposureThe Thomas County Pre-Disaster Mitigation Plan identifies critical facilitieslocated in the County that are susceptible to individual hazards.  A criticalfacility is defined as a facility in either the public or private sector thatprovides essential products and services to the general public, is otherwisenecessary to preserve the welfare and quality of life in the County, or fulfillsimportant public safety, emergency response, or disaster recovery functions.The USGS has mapped the following Flood Prone Areas in Thomas Countyand its cities:  Aucilla Creek, Barnett Creek, Ochlocknee River, LittleOchlocknee River, Pine Creek, and Piscola Creek.  The following table is ofthe flood map status for each jurisdiction.Jurisdiction Date Currency Participating in FIRM

Thomas County 9/25/09 YES

Thomasville 9/25/09 YES

Boston 9/25/09 YES
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Coolidge 9/25/09 YES

Meigs NA NO

Ochlocknee NA NO

Pavo NA NO

The critical facilities identified in Thomas County are schools, governmentalfacilities, fire and emergency medical facilities, water and wastewatertreatment facilities and solid waste sites.  According to the critical facilitiesinventory report (flood) and Worksheet #3A, the most damage from floodwould not be extensive as in surrounding counties due to minimaldevelopment in floodplain areas.  The total value of non-critical structures inflood hazard areas is $9.2 million. There are no critical facilities located inthe floodplain in Thomas County or any of the cities within. The data forworksheet 3A was from the tax digest and could not be broken down byjurisdiction so what is shown includes both Thomas County and the citieswithin. For more specifics on this data please see in Appendix D - forWorksheet #3A Inventory of Assets – Flood.  The Critical Facilities data is inAppendix A (Critical Facilities Inventory– Flood, Page 25-28)
The Thomas County Pre-Disaster Mitigation Plan used GIS, FIRM maps,related websites, and other modeling tools to map the county’s criticalfacilities and determine which are most likely to be affected by flood.

 The analysis revealed that the portion of the County that is mostlikely to experience damage from flooding are the areas that arelocated in the 100-year Floodplain according to the FIRM map.  A100-year flood would have an impact on a large portion of thecounty in the Ocholocknee River floodplain area.  This area wasgreatly affected during the 1998 flood.  Also flash floods in low lyingareas within the county which typically occur during the summercan cause property damage.
There two repetitive loss properties in Thomas County. Both are residentialproperties located in Thomasville.
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D. Estimate of Potential LossSpecific areas in Thomas County continue to be at risk.  The risk in thecounty is mostly damage to agriculture assets but the risk in the cities is thedamage to residential and commercial assets.  Also there are severalresidential areas in the county that are at risk by being located in afloodplain.  Because of floodplain ordinance enforcement fewer propertieswill be adversely affected by any future flood event.   Floodplains covermostly the land along the Ocholocknee River and Aucilla Creek.  Floodinghas affected a couple of critical facilities recently.  In 2004 the policedepartment of city of Boston and in 2002 the EMS station on RemingtonAvenue in Thomasville were flooded.  The Cities of Thomasville, Boston, andCoolidge are usually affected by flash flooding due to stormwater overload.In addition, several of the bridges that cross creeks on the county roads needto be repaired or replaced.  These bridges are rather old in nature and couldbe hazardous in case of flooding.  The detailed estimate of potential losses isoutlined in APPENDIX D – Worksheet #3A Inventory of Assets - Flood.
E. Land Use and Development TrendsLand Use is an important tool that provides local government theopportunity to inventory existing land use patterns and trends; to determinefuture patterns of growth, based on community needs and desires; and todevelop goals, policies and strategies for land use that strike a balancebetween effective and efficient delivery of public services,protection/preservation of vulnerable natural and historic resources, andrespect for individual property rights.  The planning process in anycommunity involves making decisions between alternatives in variousphases of the community’s development.  As an essential component of theLand Use Plan, it is necessary to formulate general objectives andrecommendations that embody the community’s goals, as well as soundplanning principles and concepts.

Residential and commercial areas still exist in the floodplains in the City ofThomasville but these areas are not experiencing any marked increase indevelopment.  The floodplain areas along the Ocholocknee in the countycontain residential structures but only minor development has occurred.Most current development, especially residential, is located outsidefloodplain areas.  This is due in part to the floodplain ordinances that arebeing enforced by Thomas County and the cities within.
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Development in Thomas County is concentrated in and around the Cities ofThomasville, Meigs, Ochlocknee, Boston, Coolidge and Pavo. There are anumber of developed properties throughout the county but the density isvery sparse. Mitigative actions for existing properties are generally theresponsibility of the homeowner and, depending on the work, may require abuilding permit.
There are no new or plannedstructures/buildings/infrastructure/developments that would beconsidered critical or non-critical facilities planned for Thomas County orthe cities within that would be subject to other requirements above andbeyond that of the adopted building codes.

F. Multi-Jurisdictional DifferencesThe Thomas County plan includes the Cities of Thomasville, Boston,Coolidge, Meigs, Ochlocknee, and Pavo.  This multi-jurisdictional planrequired review of the county and each city individually for each hazard todetermine if there were special concerns or mitigation measures required.Maps of each jurisdiction as related to floods are in Appendix AFlood/Thomas County Critical Facilities Map Images – Flood (Page 47-53).
The Cities of Thomasville, Boston, Coolidge, and unincorporated ThomasCounty all contain flood plain areas.  This means that all four jurisdictionshave to respond to this hazard and are treated the same in this plan.  Thecities of Meigs, Ochlocknee, and Pavo do not participate in the NationalFlood Insurance Program. Meigs and Pavo have very little area in thefloodplain and have opted to adopt a local model flood ordinance to mitigatethe potential effects of flooding in their communities. The cities of Meigs
and Pavo have chosen not to participate in the National Flood
Insurance Program. The city of Ochlocknee has no floodplains within theirboundaries and does not feel it necessary to do anything to mitigate theeffects of flooding. GIS map data available shows that because of theelevation of these cities very little if any areas of Meigs and Ochlocknee lieswithin a floodplain.  Maps of each jurisdiction as related to flood are inAppendix A Flood/Thomas County Critical Facilities Map Images - Flood.
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G. Hazard, Risk and Vulnerability SummaryFloods have the most impact on Thomas County, both in terms of monetarydamage and interruption of services.  Requiring development to occur in amore educated manner in flood prone areas is one of the first and easieststeps to take to prevent loss of property and life from this hazard.  Educationand public awareness is one other key step to make homeowners aware ofrisks and safeguards available to protect them.Thomas County has been very active in reducing the impacts floods have onthe community. Thomas County has utilized the buy-out program forrepetitive loss properties, however, they have not needed to utilize it in thepast five years. These efforts have reduced the threat that floods have inThomas County. In the past five years the only thing that has been done hasbeen the removal and replacement of various bridges throughout thecounty.
V. NATURAL HAZARD – HURRICANES

A. Hazard IdentificationA hurricane is a tropical storm with winds that have reached a constantspeed of 74 miles per  hour  or  more.  Hurricane  winds  blow  in  a  largespiral  around  a relative  calm center known  as  the  "eye."  The "eye" isgenerally 20  to  30 miles wide, and the storm may extend outward 400miles. As a hurricane approaches, the  skies  will  begin  to  darken  andwinds  will  grow  in  strength.  As  a  hurricane nears land,  it  can  bringtorrential rains,  high winds,  and  storm  surges.  A single hurricane can lastfor more than 2 weeks over open waters and can run a path across the entirelength of the eastern seaboard. August and September are peak monthsduring  the  hurricane  season  that  lasts  from  June  1  through  November30.
The Saffir/Simpson Hurricane Scale

Category Definition-Effects

1 Winds : 74-95 mph (64-82 kt)No real damage to building structures. Damage primarily tounanchored mobile homes, shrubbery, and trees. Also, some coastalflooding and minor pier damage.
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2 Winds : 96-110 mph (83-95 kt)Some roofing material, door, and window damage. Considerabledamage to vegetation, mobile homes, etc. Flooding damages piers andsmall craft in unprotected moorings may break their moorings.
3 Winds : 111-130 mph (96-113 kt)Some structural damage to small residences and utility buildings, witha minor amount of curtain wall failures. Mobile homes are destroyed.Flooding near the coast destroys smaller structures with largerstructures damaged by floating debris. Terrain may be flooded wellinland.
4 Winds : 131-155 mph (114-135 kt)More extensive curtain wall failures with some complete roof structurefailure on small residences. Major erosion of beach areas. Terrain maybe flooded well inland.
5 Winds : 155+ mph (135+ kt)Complete roof failure on many residences and industrial buildings.Some complete building failures with small utility buildings blown overor away. Flooding causes major damage to lower floors of all structuresnear the shoreline. Massive evacuation of residential areas may berequired.

Source:  National Climatic Data Center

* Wind speeds are estimates; have never been scientifically verified.

B. Hazard ProfileThomas County is not significantly threatened by Category 2 or above winds.The hurricanes that do affect the area have usually been downgraded toCategory 1 or tropical storm. Thomas County is approximately 120 milesfrom the Gulf of Mexico. Any hurricane Category 3 or above is consideredextreme for Thomas County. The hazard frequency table (Appendix A)projects a 43.75% probability of a repeat event any given year. Given thebroad geographic nature of hurricanes that affect Thomas County, nojurisdiction is any more likely to be any more adversely affected by themthan any other jurisdiction in Thomas County.
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Source:  National Climatic Data Center and local data

Thomas County and its cities experienced seven tropical systems in the past20 years.  No deaths or injuries were reported. Based solely on the historictrend analysis (Appendix A – Hazard Frequencies Table, Page A-50) ofavailable data, the community has a 43.75% chance of experiencing ahurricane or tropical storm any given year.
C. Community ExposureBecause of proximity to the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts, the community willalways be susceptible to the kind of tropical storms that caused thecatastrophic flooding in floodplain areas.  The flood protection ordinancecontinues to be enforced in Thomas County and the cities withinparticipating in the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP).  Also thecommunity is susceptible to the damage by Category 1 hurricane winds or
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the resulting tornadoes. According to the critical facilities inventory report(wind) and Worksheet #3A, the most damage in terms of dollars would be inthe residential sector.  There is a potential of $2.1 billion in damage tostructures and $277.6 million in damage to critical facilities. The data forworksheet 3A was from the tax digest and could not be broken down byjurisdiction so what is shown includes both Thomas County and the citieswithin. For more specifics on this data please see in Appendix D - forWorksheet #3A Inventory of Assets – Hurricane.  The Critical FacilitiesInventory is in Appendix A (Page 16-20).
D. Estimate of Potential LossesTwo formats prescribed by the Georgia Emergency Management Agencywere used in estimating potential losses: the Georgia Mitigation InformationSystem (GMIS) and the Assets Worksheet. Data input for the CriticalFacilities Inventory included the replacement value of each critical facilityidentified. This information can be viewed in Appendix A (Critical Facilities –Hurricane Page 16-20). According to the critical facilities inventory thereplacement value totals $277.6 million, and there was no total forfunctional use or contents value. This information can be reviewed in detailin Worksheet #3A - Hurricane, Appendix D.
E. Land Use and Development TrendsBecause of the random nature of hurricane winds the entire community is atrisk.  Consequently, there are not any local land use or development trendsapplicable to the hurricane wind hazard.  Building codes are enforced inThomas County and the cities within.  Wind speed threshold for newconstruction in most of the county and its cities is 109 mph. Portions ofnortheastern Thomas County, including parts of Coolidge and Pavo, have awind speed threshold of 99 mph.There are no new or plannedstructures/buildings/infrastructure/developments that would beconsidered critical or non-critical facilities planned for Thomas County, orthe cities within that would be subject to other requirements above andbeyond that of the adopted building codes.
F. Multi-Jurisdictional Differences
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The Thomas County Pre Disaster Mitigation Plan assessed each communityto determine if there was a variation in risk from hurricanes.  From theassessment it was determined there is no variation in risk of a hurricaneevent in any jurisdiction, or at any location that differs from the risk facingthe entire community.  Pre-disaster mitigation measures relevant tohurricanes are applicable throughout the county. Most of county is subject tobuilding codes that requires structures to withstand the 109 mph windspeed threshold which indicated on the critical facilities map. Portions ofnortheastern Thomas County, including parts of Coolidge and Pavo, have awind speed threshold of 99 mph. The critical facilities map of eachjurisdiction as it related to hurricanes is located in Appendix A (ThomasCounty Critical Facilities Map Images – Hurricane, Page 33-39).
G. Hazard, Risk and Vulnerability SummaryHurricanes usually occur from June to November each year.  Weatherforecasting gives communities susceptible to hurricanes ample time toprepare for the storm.  Despite the amount of warning time, the currentstate of technology cannot prevent such hazards from occurring.  Thecommunity must prepare in advance, and be able to respond quickly andappropriately to such an event.No changes have occurred Thomas County with regards to development,population, infrastructure, etc. that would increase or decrease thecommunity’s vulnerability to hurricanes since the previous plan wasapproved.
CHAPTER 3 - TECHNOLOGICAL HAZARD, RISK ANDVULNERABILITY (HRV) SUMMARYSummary of changes:There were very few changes to Chapter 3

 The data source utilized for statistical purposes regarding spill history could notbe located; however the EPD provided a spreadsheet of complaints receivedthrough their 1-800 number of spills and complaints that proved somewhatuseful and is located in Appendix B.
TECHNOLOGICAL HAZARD – HAZARDOUS MATERIALS RELEASE
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A. Hazard IdentificationMan made disasters are hazard that are caused by person or personsthrough the release of hazardous materials.  Hazardous materials aresubstances that are harmful to the health and safety of people and property.Such materials may be in solid, liquid or gaseous states and are present inincreasing volumes at increasing numbers of locations.  Jurisdictions withfacilities that produce, process, store and/or dispose of hazardous materialsare more susceptible to disaster. This hazard was identified through anextensive process that utilized input from Planning Committee members,public input, researching past disaster declarations in the County, and riskassessments completed by the County Emergency Management Agency.
B. Hazard ProfileThe following table identifies hazardous materials spill events that haveoccurred in Thomas County since 2001.
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Source:  Georgia Department of Natural Resources Incident Reporting System

The Thomas County Pre-Disaster Planning Team completed the HazardFrequency Table for all hazards affecting the jurisdiction. No extent of thishazard can be scientifically derived due to the fact that any number differenttypes of materials and quantities could be transported through ThomasCounty and not knowing that makes describing an extent virtuallyimpossible. Use of these fifty-eight (58) incidents in the hazard frequency
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table yields a better than 580% chance of recurrence any given year(Appendix A – Hazard Frequencies Table, Page 61).
C. Community ExposureThomas County’s economic potential is greatly enhanced by the majortransportation routes which traverse the community.  However, these sameroutes also serve as the corridors along which unknown volumes ofunknown hazardous materials are transported daily. Numerous rail linescrisscross Thomas County and connect most of the cities within.Additionally Thomas County has several state highways and a U. S. highwaythat traverse its jurisdiction.  Two of these are four laned, U. S. 84 and U. S.19.

The presence of these major transportation routes, hazardous materialshandling sites, scores of gasoline stations and bulk farm fertilizer storagesites all increase the potential for disaster. No extent of this hazard can bescientifically derived due to the fact that any number different types ofmaterials and quantities could be transported through Thomas County andnot knowing that makes describing an extent virtually impossible. Since alljurisdictions have transportation routes through them that can potentiallybe carrying hazardous materials, there is no data to support any claims ofincreased probability of a technological hazard occurring in any specificjurisdiction in Thomas County. According to the critical facilities inventoryreport and Worksheet #3A, the most damage in terms of dollars would be inthe residential sector.  There is a potential of $2.2 billion in damage tostructures and $277.6 million in damage to critical facilities. The data forworksheet 3A was from the tax digest and could not be broken down byjurisdiction so what is shown includes both Thomas County and the citieswithin. For more specifics on this data please see in Appendix D - forWorksheet #3A Inventory of Assets – Man Made.  The Critical Facilities datais in Appendix A (Critical Facilities Inventory – Man Made, Page 29-32).
D. Estimate of Potential LossTwo formats prescribed by the Georgia Emergency Management Agency(GEMA) were used in estimating potential losses; the GEMA Pre-DisasterMitigation Critical Facility Inventory and the Assets Worksheet.  Data inputfor the Critical Facilities Inventory included the replacement value, structurecontent value and structure functional use value of each critical facilityidentified.  This information can be reviewed in detail in Worksheet #3A –Man Made, Appendix D.  However, these estimates are for fixed sites only.There are an infinite number of variables which could affect the losspotential resulting from hazardous materials in transit; location, amount ofmaterial, type of material, time of incident, weather conditions, et al.  The
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potential scenarios are too numerous to project and the losses so variablethat no estimates of potential loss are included.  The potential for loss existscommunity-wide.
E. Land Use and Development TrendsThe periodic addition of an industry that handles hazardous chemicals istypically limited to designated industrial locations.  All quadrants of thecounty are potentially affected because of the presence of state highways,and the active rail lines.  The main highways for commercial and industrialtraffic are U. S. 84 and U. S. 19.
F. Multi-Jurisdictional DifferencesThe Thomas County plan includes the cities of Thomasville, Meigs,Ochlocknee, Boston, Coolidge and Pavo.  This multi-jurisdictional planrequired review of the county and each city individually for technologicalhazards to determine if there were special concerns or mitigation measuresrequired. A map of each jurisdiction as it related to man-made hazards islocated in Appendix A (Thomas County Critical Facilities Map Images – ManMade, Page 54-60).
G. SummaryLocation, development level and traffic volume are such as to place thecommunity at significant risk of a hazardous materials disaster.No changes have occurred Thomas County with regards to development,population, infrastructure, etc. that would increase or decrease thecommunity’s vulnerability to hazardous materials releases since theprevious plan was approved.
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CHAPTER 4 – NATURAL HAZARD MITIGATION GOALS ANDOBJECTIVESSummary of changes:
 The status of Goals/Objectives/Action Steps from the previous plan islocated in Appendix D.
 New Objectives include:  investigating a mass alert system, and a biggergenerator for the Thomas County Jail complex.

OVERALL COMMUNITY MITIGATION GOALS, POLICIES AND VALUESNARRATIVE
Four, general, pre-disaster mitigation goals have been established. The priorities of thisplan have not changed since its original version. All mitigation actions considered were putinto the plan so as not to leave anything out. The Thomas County PHMP capabilitiesassessment is located in Appendix B. Implementation of these non-structural measures willhave positive impacts on mitigation irrespective of the type hazard which may befall thecommunity in the future.  Non-structural measures have the benefits of being less expensiveto implement, do not require expensive maintenance and upkeep, and are more adaptableto specific need than structural measures.  These general goals and their related objectives,tasks and action steps are as follows:GOAL #1 To protect and maintain the health and safety of the citizens of ThomasCountyGOAL #2 To facilitate responsible development in Thomas County and incorporatedareas so as to reduce or eliminate the potential impacts of disastersGOAL #3 To enhance public awareness and understanding of disaster preparednessGOAL #4 To extend and increase public awareness of flood insurance as a mitigativemeasureGOAL #5 To enhance post-disaster response and recovery activities

GENERAL OBJECTIVES
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OBJECTIVE #1 Increase coordination between local public and privatesectors in pre-disaster planning
Task #1 Incorporate computer hardware/software andcommunication compatibility between local emergencyresponse agencies, emergency service providers and otherappropriate public agencies

Action Step #1Identify appropriate reserve personnel who can be calledupon to assist/backup in time of emergency, determinecapabilities and compile essential contact informationCategory: Emergency ServicesResponsible Org: Thomas CountyCoordinating Org: Thomas County EMATimeline: 2006Cost: Staff timeFunding Source: Departmental Operating BudgetBenefit: Sharing of local knowledge andexpertise on emergency managementThis action step benefit will be countywide with an estimatedpopulation of 44,720.  The value of structures benefiting is$2.6 billion.
Action Step #2Convene annual meeting of all emergency services directors,local government chief appointed officials, elected officialsand public utilities to share critical service deliveryinformationCategory: Emergency ServicesResponsible Org: Emergency Responding/ServiceProviding Agencies (local and state),public utilities, local governmentCoordinating Org: Thomas County EMATimeline: AnnuallyCost: Staff timeFunding Source: Departmental Operating BudgetBenefit: Sharing of local knowledge andexpertise on emergency management
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This action step benefit will be countywide with an estimatedpopulation of 44,720.  The value of structures benefiting is$2.2 billion.
Task #2 Incorporate pre-disaster mitigation of natural hazards into safetytraining programs of public and private entities

Action Step#1Develop or otherwise secure appropriate training programsfor presentation to business, industry, government andinstitutionsCategory: Public Education and AwarenessResponsible Org: Thomas County EMACoordinating Org: Thomas County EMATimeline: 2013-2014Cost: Staff timeFunding Source: GEMA/FEMABenefit: Improved skills and expertise foremergency respondersThis action step benefit will be countywide with an estimatedpopulation of 44,720. The value of structures benefiting is$2.2 billion.OBJECTIVE #2 Increase public and private sector and general publicawareness of hazard mitigation
Task #1 Institute annual education/training for elected officials and schools

Action Step #1Establish an annual date for all elected officials andrepresentatives from local media to witness a mock disasterdrill from the EOCCategory: Public Education and AwarenessResponsible Org: Thomas County EMACoordinating Org: Thomas County EMATimeline: AnnuallyCost: Staff time
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Funding Source: Departmental Operating BudgetBenefit: Improved skills and expertise foremergency respondersThis action step benefit will be countywide with an estimatedpopulation of 44,720.  The value of structures benefiting is$2.2 billion.
Task #2 Present education programs to the business communitythrough the chamber of commerce, development authorityand local media

Action Step #1Train a local emergency responder or secure speaker toarticulate the need for the general public to participate inlocal mitigation strategyCategory: Public Education and AwarenessResponsible Org: Thomas County EMACoordination Org: Thomas County EMATimeline: 2013-2014Cost: Staff timeFunding Source: Departmental Operating BudgetBenefit: Improved public awarenessThis action step benefit will be countywide with an estimatedpopulation of 44,720.  The value of structures benefiting is$2.2 billion.
Task #3 Enhance public education programs through print andbroadcast media

Action Step #1Provide media with information of local mitigation effortsand emergency response preparednessCategory: Public Education and AwarenessResponsible Org: Thomas County EMACoordinating Org: Thomas County EMATimeline: AnnualCost: Staff time
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Funding Source: Departmental Operating BudgetBenefit: Improved public awareness
This action step benefit will be countywide with an estimatedpopulation of 44,720.  The value of structures benefiting is$2.2 billion.

Action Step #2Implement an annual Emergency Operations Center “OpenHouse”Category: Public Education and AwarenessResponsible Org: Thomas County EMACoordinating Org: Thomas County EMATimeline: 2013, AnnuallyCost: Staff time/$1000Funding Source: Departmental Operating BudgetBenefit: Improved public awareness
This action step benefit will be countywide with an estimatedpopulation of 44,720.  The value of structures benefiting is$2.2 billion.

OBJECTIVE #3 Institutionalize mitigation
Task #1 Incorporate pre-disaster mitigation into all public permittingand planning activities

Action Step #1Local government adoption and departmental application ofmitigation “standards” in permit issuance and buildingregulationsCategory: PreventionResponsible Org: Thomas County and its citiesCoordinating Org: County Commission and City CouncilTimeline: 2013, AnnuallyCost: Staff time/$5000
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Funding Source: Departmental Operating BudgetBenefit: Improved standard for building stock
This action step benefit will be countywide with an estimatedpopulation of 44,720.  The value of structures benefiting is$2.2 billion.

Task #2 Incorporate pre-disaster mitigation assessment into siteinspections of critical facilities (and other facilities uponrequest)
Action Step #1Supplement Life Safety Code inspections with pre-disastermitigation reviewCategory: PreventionResponsible Org: Thomas County upon requestCoordinating Org: Thomas County Fire DepartmentTimeline: 2006, AnnuallyCost: Staff time/$5000Funding Source: Departmental Operating BudgetBenefit: Improved standard for building stock

This action step benefit will be countywide with an estimatedpopulation of 44,720.  The value of structures benefiting is$2.2 billion.
OBJECTIVE #4 Improve the comprehensive mitigation strategy

Task #1 Monitor plan implementation annually
Action Step #1Establish an annual or bi-annual date for formal, annualreview of mitigation strategy implementationCategory: PreventionResponsible Org: Pre-Disaster Mitigation ExecutiveCommittee
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Coordinating Org: Thomas County EMATimeline: 2013-2014Cost: Staff timeFunding Source: Departmental Operating BudgetBenefit: Sharing of local knowledge andexpertise on emergency management
This action step benefit will be countywide with an estimatedpopulation of 44,720.  The value of structures benefiting is$2.2 billion.

Task #2 Post-disaster assessment of preparation for, and response to,hazard event
Action Step #1As soon as reasonably practicable after a disaster event,request GEMA to provide an experienced emergencyresponse professional or team to perform a detailed, post-disaster assessment of preparations and responseCategory: Emergency ServicesResponsible Org: Thomas County EMACoordinating Org: All emergency response agenciesTimeline: As neededCost: Staff timeFunding Source: GEMABenefit: Sharing of local knowledge andexpertise on emergency management

This action step benefit will be countywide with an estimatedpopulation of 44,720.  The value of structures benefiting is$2.2 billion.
OBJECTIVE #5 Protect information vital to local governments

Task #1 Duplicate and safely store vital public sector records off-site
Action Step #1
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Local government and constitutional officers continue toduplicate essential records annually, and designate a secure,off-site depository for essential public recordsCategory: Emergency ServicesResponsible Org: Thomas County and its citiesCoordinating Org: Chief Appointed OfficialsTimeline: 2013-2014, AnnuallyCost: $10,000Funding Source: Local GovernmentsBenefit: Sharing of local knowledge andexpertise on emergency management
This action step benefit will be countywide with an estimatedpopulation of 44,720.  The value of structures benefiting is$2.2 billion.

OBJECTIVE #6 Ensure residents are aware of approaching severe weather.
Task #1 Provide an early warning system for residents countywide

Action Step #1 *NEW*Investigate a mass alert system (CodeRed) for ThomasCounty.Category: Emergency ServicesResponsible Org: Thomas County EMACoordinating Org: Thomas County EMATimeline: 2013-2014Cost: $1MFunding Source: Local Governments, GEMA/FEMABenefit: Early Warning
This action step benefit will be countywide with an estimatedpopulation of 44,720.  The value of structures benefiting is$2.2 billion.
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I. NATURAL HAZARD – TORNADOS
A. Mitigation Goals - A tornado has inflicted greater loss on the communitythan any other natural hazard.  This is also the only hazard for which a lossof life was documented.  The general public fails to appreciate how little timethere is to respond to a sudden tornado strike, and how important it is thatall parties be prepared at all times to respond correctly.  Althoughthunderstorm winds do not reach the speed of tornadoes, there are manysimilarities in the damage caused by the two type hazards.  Consequently,virtually all goals, objectives, tasks and action steps of the two hazards areinterchangeable.
B. Range of Mitigation Options1. Structural v Non-structural –

 Public Service Announcements: periodic publications duringhazard season
 Exercises and practices for the public: target neighborhoodgroups, seniors, churches, service clubs, etc.
 Enforce existing regulations: identify the areas of the countymost affected.2. Existing Policies, Regulations, Ordinances and Land Use – The Pre-Disaster Planning Team reviewed the Thomas County EmergencyOperations Plan, which can be found in Appendix B, to help identifyand analyze the mitigation measures necessary for this hazard. TheThomas County Comprehensive Plan was also reviewed, but notused due to the information being outdated.  The ComprehensivePlan is due to be updated in 2018 and will be reviewed and willinclude the work completed for the pre-disaster mitigation plan.  Allof the plans are comprised of the unincorporated areas of ThomasCounty, the City of Thomasville, Boston, Coolidge, Meigs, Ochlocknee,and Pavo.3. Community Values, Historic and Special Considerations – The Pre-Disaster Planning Team has reviewed this hazard and concluded thatthere are no special considerations.  Data on new and existing criticalfacilities have been covered in the goals and objectives.4. Data on new buildings and infrastructure have been covered in thegoals and objectives.  Any new buildings and infrastructure will bebuilt with tornado mitigation incorporated in the design.    Themitigative actions for tornadoes include improved building codes,public awareness, warning systems, and strengthening criticalfacilities.
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5. Data on existing buildings and infrastructure is shown in eachhazard’s critical facility inventory in Appendix A.  Any existingbuildings and infrastructure will be improved with tornadomitigation incorporated into any renovations.  The mitigative actionsfor tornadoes include improved building codes, public awareness,warning systems, and strengthening critical facilities.
C. Mitigation Strategy and Recommendations

Goal #1 Reduce the potential for loss of life and damage to property whichcommonly results from tornados
Objective 1 Reduce the risk of personal injury during a tornadoeventTask 1.1 Strengthen current critical facilities in Thomas CountyAction Step 1.1.1Retrofitting current critical facilities in Thomas County towithstand high winds over 100 mph

Category: Property ProtectionResponsible Org: Thomas County EMACoordinating Org: Thomas County EMATimeline: 2013-2015Cost: $10 millionFunding Source: FEMA/Thomas County/Stateof GeorgiaThis action step benefit will be countywide with anestimated population of 44,720.  The value ofstructures benefiting is $277.6 million.
Task 1.2 Establish level of construction permitting activity

Action Step 1.2.1Promote safe room construction in new developmentand renovationsCategory: Property Protection
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Responsible Org: Thomas County CodeEnforcementCoordinating Org: Thomas County CodeEnforcementTimeline: DailyCost: Staff timeFunding Source: Departmental OperatingBudgetBenefit: Prevent injuries duringstorms
This action step benefit will be countywide with anestimated population of 44,720.  The value ofstructures benefiting is $2.2 billion.

Action Step 1.2.2Enforce or establish housing/environmental codes toreduce size of the debris field (airborne missiles)during tornado eventCategory: Property ProtectionResponsible Org: Thomas County CodeEnforcementCoordinating Org: Thomas County CodeEnforcementTimeline: DailyCost: Staff timeFunding Source: Departmental OperatingBudgetBenefit: Prevent injuries duringstorms
This action step benefit will be countywide with anestimated population of 44,720.  The value ofstructures benefiting is $2.2 billion.

Objective 2 Develop a well educated and aware general public tornadosafety issues
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Task 2.1 Conduct tornado safety education and drills forschools and educate and equip general public forstorm events
Action Step 2.1.1Promote regular tornado drills at high occupancylocations; schools, daycare facilities, hospital,industriesCategory: Public Education/AwarenessResponsible Org: Thomas County EMACoordinating Org: Thomas County EMATimeline: AnnuallyApproximate Cost: Staff timeFunding Source: Departmental OperatingBudgetBenefit: Prevent injuries duringstorms and improved publicawareness

This action step benefit will be countywide with anestimated population of 44,720.  The value ofstructures benefiting is $2.2 billion.
Action Step 2.1.2Encourage the general public to purchase weatherradiosCategory: Public Education/AwarenessResponsible Org: Thomas County EMACoordinating Org: Thomas County EMATimeline: AnnuallyApproximate Cost: Staff timeFunding Source: CitizensBenefit: Prevent injuries duringstorms and improved publicawareness

This action step benefit will be countywide with anestimated population of 44,720.  The value ofstructures benefiting is $2.2 billion.
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Goal #2 Enhance local government’s ability to respond efficiently toemergency needs both during and after tornado event
Objective 1 Provide secure facilities for emergency personnel andequipment

Task 1.1 Secure a fortified command center in Thomas Countyand/or City of Thomasville
Action Step 1.1.1Identify site to be hardened, prepare plans forimprovements, determine equipment andcommunication needs and pursue funding forimprovementsCategory: Emergency ServicesResponsible Org: Thomas County EMACoordinating Org: Thomas County EMATimeline: 2013-2016Approximate Cost: $500KFunding Source: GEMA/FEMABenefit: Improved emergencyresponse during hazard events

This action step benefit will be countywide with anestimated population of 44,720.  The value ofstructures benefiting is $2.2 billion.
D. Multi-Jurisdictional StrategyThe Thomas County plan includes the Cities of Thomasville, Boston,Coolidge, Meigs, Ochlocknee, and Pavo.  This multi-jurisdictional planrequired review of the county and each city individually for each hazard todetermine if there were special concerns or mitigation measures required.
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E. Local Public Information and Awareness Strategy

 Public Service Announcements: periodic publications during hazardseason
 Exercises and practices for the public: target neighborhood groups,seniors, churches, service clubs, etc.
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II. NATURAL HAZARD – THUNDERSTORM WINDS
A. Mitigation Goals – Thunderstorm winds are by far the most commonnatural hazard in the community, and have made their presence known inall four quadrants.  Although these winds do not reach the speed oftornadoes, there are many similarities in the damage caused by the twostorms.  Consequently, virtually all goals, objectives, tasks and action stepsare interchangeable.
B. Range of Mitigation Options1. Structural v Non-structural – Structural improvements needed forthunderstorm winds are the responsibility of the owner. Thecommunity will utilize non-structural options, expanding publicbroadcast of weather warnings, and public education to supplementproperty owner’s structural options.2. Existing Policies, Regulations, Ordinances and Land Use – The countyand cities currently enforce building codes.3. Community Values, Historic and Special Considerations – Projectimplementation will serve to protect historic districts inThomasville, Boston, Coolidge, Meigs, and historic resourcesdispersed throughout the unincorporated county.  No other specialconsiderations were identified.  Data on new and existing criticalfacilities have been covered in the goals and objectives.4. Data on new buildings and infrastructure have been covered in thegoals and objectives.  Any new buildings and infrastructure will bebuilt with thunderstorm winds mitigation incorporated in thedesign. The mitigative actions for thunderstorms include improvedbuilding codes, public awareness, and strengthening criticalfacilities.5. Data on existing buildings and infrastructure is shown in eachhazard’s critical facility inventory in Appendix A.  Any existingbuildings and infrastructure will be improved with thunderstormwinds mitigation incorporated into any renovations.  The mitigativeactions for thunderstorms include improved building codes, publicawareness, and strengthening critical facilities.
C. Mitigation Strategy and Recommendations

Goal #1: Reduce the potential for loss of life and damage to property whichcommonly results from thunderstorm winds
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Objective 1 Develop a building stock capable of maintaining structuralintegrity when confronted with high winds
Task 1.1 Secure critical facilities’ electricity duringthunderstorm event

Action Step 1.1.1Purchase backup generators to maintain utilitiesduring thunderstorm or any other storm eventCategory: Emergency ServicesResponsible Org: Thomas County EMACoordinating Org: Thomas County EMATimeline: 2013-2015Approximate Cost: $1MFunding Source: GEMA/FEMABenefit: Maintain electricity to criticalfacilities
This action step benefit will be countywide with anestimated population of 44,720.  The value ofstructures benefiting is $2.2 billion.

Action Step 1.1.2 *NEW*Purchase a bigger generator for the Thomas CountyJail Complex.Category: Emergency ServicesResponsible Org: Thomas County EMACoordinating Org: Thomas County EMATimeline: 2013-2015Approximate Cost: $500kFunding Source: GEMA/FEMABenefit: Maintain electricity to criticalfacilities
This action step benefit will be countywide with anestimated population of 44,720.  The value ofstructures benefiting is $2.2 billion.
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D. Special Multi-Jurisdictional StrategyCode enforcement, education and weather warnings are applicable countywide.Improvements are planned for warning systems in the cities and the unincorporatedareas as stated in the Tornado – Goals and Objectives.
E. Public Information and AwarenessWill be accomplished through broadcast of public service announcements,promotion of tornado drills and use of weather radios.

III. NATURAL HAZARD - DROUGHT
A. Mitigation Goals – The vitality of the local economy fluctuates with conditions inagriculture, and conditions in agriculture are driven by the timely and adequateavailability of water.  A shortage of this essential commodity at a critical time has aseverely negative impact on the economy.  Previous activities have been essentiallyconcerned with water conservation.  The current effort is primarily concerned withsupplementing the availability of water, and identifying what can be done to reducethe adverse impact on the economy in the event a drought does occur.
B. Range of Mitigation Options -1. Structural v Non-structural –

 Minimize and monitor development in drought prone areas:requires close relationship with well drillers and Health Departmentto monitor development in drought prone areas in order to not taxaquifer and water resources.
 Encourage agricultural water management and irrigation strategies:requires agricultural community willingness to adopt irrigationstrategy that aids in risk reduction.
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 Create and implement alert procedures and public education aboutwater restrictions:  requires education about water restrictions,understanding of risks as well as conservation practices.2. Existing Policies, Regulations, Ordinances and Land Use – The Pre-DisasterPlanning Team reviewed the Thomas County Capabilities Assessment andthe Thomas County Emergency Operations Plan, both of which can be foundin Appendix B, to help identify and analyze the mitigation measuresnecessary for this hazard.  The Comprehensive Plan is due to be updated in2018 and will be reviewed and will include the work completed for the pre-disaster mitigation plan.  All of the plans are comprised of theunincorporated areas of Thomas County, the Cities of Thomasville, Boston,Coolidge, Meigs, Ochlocknee, and Pavo.3. Community values, historic and special considerations - The Pre-DisasterPlanning Team has reviewed this hazard and concluded that there are nospecial considerations.  Data on new and existing critical facilities have beencovered in the goals and objectives.4. Data on new buildings and infrastructure have been covered in the goals andobjectives.  Any new buildings and infrastructure will be built with droughtmitigation incorporated in the design.  The mitigative actions for droughtinclude water conservation, improved fire fighting capabilities, and publicawareness.5. Data on existing buildings and infrastructure is shown in each hazard’scritical facility inventory in Appendix A.  Any existing buildings andinfrastructure will be improved with drought mitigation incorporatedinto any renovations.  The mitigative actions for drought include waterconservation, improved fire fighting capabilities, and public awareness.
C. Mitigation Strategy and RecommendationsGoal #1 Maintain economic stability and growth during periods of drought

Objective 1 Maintain fire fighting capabilities in time of drought
Task 1.1 Develop and maintain resources needed for ruralfirefighting.

Action Step 1.1.1
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Repair/Replace dry hydrants as necessaryCategory: StructuralResponsible Org: Thomas County EMACoordinating Org: Thomas County EMATimeline: 2013-2015Approximate Cost: $100,000Funding Source: USDABenefit: Improved fire protectionduring times of droughtThis action step benefit will be in the unincorporatedareas with an estimated population of 44,720.  Thevalue of structures benefiting is an estimated $2.2billion.
Action Step 1.1.2Inspect, maintain and improve access to existing dryhydrants. Review need for placement of additionaldry hydrants.Category: PreventionResponsible Org: Thomas County EMACoordinating Org: Thomas County EMATimeline: 2014-2016Approximate Cost: $50,000Funding Source: State and FederalBenefit: Improved fire protectionduring times of droughtThis action step benefit will be countywide with anestimated population of 44,720.  The value ofstructures benefiting is $2.2 billion.

Objective 2 Conserve water by educating the public
Task 2.1 Educate the public on the need to conserve water

Action Step 2.1.1Public education of water conservation
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Category: PreventionResponsible Org: Thomas County EMACoordinating Org: Thomas County EMATimeline: 2013-2014Approximate Cost: $10,000Funding Source: State and FederalBenefit: Improved public awarenessThis action step benefit will be countywide with anestimated population of 44,720.  The value ofstructures benefiting is $2.2 billion.
D. Special Multi-Jurisdictional Strategy – The Thomas County plan includes theCities of Thomasville, Boston, Coolidge, Meigs, Ochlocknee, and Pavo.  This multi-jurisdictional plan required review of the county and each city individually for eachhazard to determine if there were special concerns or mitigation measures required.The cities of Meigs and Ochlocknee are located in the Tifton Upland which is athigher elevation than rest of the county.  Wells in this area have to been drilled atleast 300 feet in some areas which is more expensive for public and private wateruse.
E. Public Information and Awareness Strategy – Create and implement alertprocedures and public education about water restrictions:  requires educationabout water restrictions, understanding of risks as well as conservation practices.
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IV. NATURAL HAZARD - FLOOD
A. Mitigation Goals –

 Reduce the threat to the public health, safety and welfare from recurringflood events and reduce economic loss to public and private sectors fromthe same events.
 Increase public awareness of flood hazards to facilitate support for andadoption of mitigation actions.
 Minimize losses to existing and future critical facilities from flooding.
 Minimize losses from flooding to existing and future structures inresidential districts.

B. Range of Mitigation Options

i. Structural and non-structural mitigationGoal #1:  Reduce the threat to the public health, safety and welfarefrom recurring flood events and reduce economic loss to public andprivate sectors from the same events.
 Add Environmental Inspector and equipment to county staffin order to adequately enforce local ordinances pertaining tofloodplain development:  may not be feasible due to countybudget constraints.
 Develop a strategic plan to identify non-compliant structuresin floodplain and possible funding sources to purchase andremove them:  current staff cannot adequately identify allnon-compliant structures.
 Establish a timetable for the acquisition and removal of thestructures that do not meet the requirements of the FloodDamage Prevention Ordinance:  timetable for removaland/or acquisition of structures is dependent on fundingfrom the Board of Commissioners, FEMA and OHS-GEMA.
 Continue participation in FEMA Hazard Mitigation GrantProgram as long as funding is available: participation inFEMA Hazard Mitigation Grant Program is dependent onfunding by FEMA; also requires considerable time to devoteto project planning and acquisition.

Goal #2:  Increase public awareness of flood hazards to facilitatesupport for and adoption of mitigation actions.
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 Encourage businesses and private property owners to adoptappropriate flood hazard mitigation actions:  requiresapplying to FEMA National Community Rating System toprovide incentives for activities that reduce flood losses andsupport sale of flood insurance.
 Require disclosure of flood hazards as part of real estatetransactions:  requires enforcement of real estate communityand accurate subdivision plats.
 Improve public communication of flood hazard threatsbefore a major flood event occurs: requires improving earlywarnings to evacuate residents in flood prone areas;improving residents’ understanding of the necessity toprepare in advance for flooding events.

Goal #3:  Minimize losses to existing and future critical facilities fromflooding.
 Retrofitting structures (i.e. – Wastewater Treatment Plant) tostrengthen resistance to damage from future flood events:may not be financially feasible to retrofit structure.
 Engineering or retrofitting roads and bridges to withstandfuture flood hazards: may not have adequate staff to makenecessary assessments.
 Determine feasibility of increasing required elevation offuture critical facility structures: may be costly if outsideengineering firm is utilized.

Goal #4:  Minimize losses from flooding to existing and futurestructures in residential districts.
 Look at increasing minimum lot size in residential districtsthat are in or near the floodplain to deter high densitydevelopment in the floodplain: increasing minimum lot sizewould deter some residential development of floodplainareas thereby minimizing losses to property during futureflood events.
 Require higher elevation of residential structures above thebase flood elevation (b.f.e.) on all property in the floodplain:a higher elevation (current requirement is 3’ above b.f.e.) ofresidential structures located in floodplain would minimizelosses to property during future flood events.
 Adhere to strict regulation and enforcement of LandDevelopment and Building Codes in the floodplain: requiresteamwork of several county and city departments.
 Identify holding ponds and primary sewers in need ofexpansion or renovation and secure funding for theseprojects.
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ii. Existing policies, regulations, ordinances and land useThe Pre-Disaster Planning Team reviewed the Thomas CountyCapabilities Assessment and the Thomas County EmergencyOperations Plan, both of which can be found in Appendix B, to helpidentify and analyze the mitigation measures necessary for thishazard.  The Thomas County Comprehensive Plan was also reviewed,but not used due to the information being outdated.  TheComprehensive Plan is due to be updated in 2013 and will bereviewed and will include the work completed for the pre-disastermitigation plan.  All of the plans are comprised of the unincorporatedareas of Thomas County, the City of Thomasville, and the City ofBoston, Coolidge, Meigs, Ochlocknee, and Pavo.Local floodplain regulations exist or will exist in the cities of Meigsand Pavo. Ochlocknee has no floodplains within the city limits.Thomas County, Thomasville, Boston and Coolidge participate in theNFIP, which means that they have and enforce floodplain ordinancesas required by the NFIP.
iii. Community values, historic and special considerationsThe Pre-Disaster Planning Team has reviewed this hazard andconcluded that there are no special considerations.  Data on new andexisting critical facilities have been covered in the goals andobjectives.
iv. Data on new buildings and infrastructure have been covered in thegoals and objectives.  Any new buildings and infrastructure will bebuilt with flood mitigation incorporated in the design.  Themitigative actions are for the removal of development in floodplainareas.  Also the FEMA flood maps will be produced or updated andfloodplain ordinances enforced in the county and cities.
v. Data on existing buildings and infrastructure is shown in eachhazard’s critical facility inventory in Appendix A.  Any existingbuildings and infrastructure will be improved with flood mitigationincorporated into any renovations.  The mitigative actions are for theremoval of development in floodplain areas.  Also the FEMA floodmaps will be produced or updated and floodplain ordinancesenforced in the county and cities.

C. Mitigation Strategy and Recommendations
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Goal #1 Remove conflicts between development (existing and future) andflood prone areasObjective 1 Ensure that all future development is compliant withflood protection ordinances and continue compliancewith the National Flood Insurance Program.
Task 1.1 Review all development plans for compliance withlocal floodplain ordinance

Action Step 1.1.1Utilize floodplain review checklist during plan reviewCategory: PreventionResponsible Org: Thomas County CodesEnforcementCoordinating Org: Thomas County CodesEnforcementTimeline: DailyCost: Staff timeFunding Source: Departmental OperatingBudgetBenefit: Prevent flooding damage tonew construction
This action step benefit will be for the communitiesparticipating in the NFIP including: Thomas County,Thomasville, Boston and Coolidge, and those utilizinglocal floodplain ordinances including: Meigs andPavo. Floodplain areas in these areas have anestimated population of 700.  The value of structuresbenefiting is $48.3 million.

Task 1.2 Request updated flood insurance rate maps forunincorporated Thomas County from FEMA
Action Step 1.2.1
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Petition FEMA to create digital flood insurance ratemaps with base flood elevations for areas along theOchlocknee River that are developedCategory: PreventionResponsible Org: Thomas County EMACoordinating Org: Thomas County EMATimeline: 2006-2008Cost: $50,000Funding Source: FEMABenefit: Prevent flooding damage tonew construction and assist infloodplain managementThis action step benefit will be in floodplain areas ofThomas County and Thomasville. with an estimatedpopulation of 350.  The value of structures benefitingis $32.8 million.
Action Step 1.2.2Identify source(s) and apply for funds to “buy out”properties located in the FEMA - designated 100 yearfloodplain, and clear the floodplain of alldevelopment in the cities of Thomasville, Boston,Coolidge, and Thomas Co.Category: PreventionResponsible Org: Thomas County EMACoordinating Org: Thomas County EMATimeline: 2012-2017Cost: $1millionFunding Source: FEMABenefit: Prevent flooding damage tonew construction and assist infloodplain managementThis action step benefit will be in floodplain areas inThomasville, Boston, Coolidge, and Thomas Co. withan estimated population of 700.  The value ofstructures benefiting is $48.3 million.

Objective 2 Eliminate flood damage in the county and cities
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Task 2.1 Repair or replace outdated bridge on countymaintained roads
Action Step 2.1.1Identify source(s) and apply for funds to repair orreplace outdated bridges on county maintained roadsCategory: PreventionResponsible Org: Thomas County EMACoordinating Org: Thomas County EMATimeline: 2012-2017Cost: $20millionFunding Source: FEMABenefit: Prevent flooding damage tocritical facilities

This action step benefit will be in floodplain areas inThomas County with an estimated benefittingpopulation of 44,720.  The value of structuresbenefiting is $20 million.
D. Multi-Jurisdictional StrategyThomas County plan includes the Cities of Thomasville, Boston, Coolidge, Meigs,Ochlocknee, and Pavo.  This multi-jurisdictional plan required review of the countyand each city individually for each hazard to determine if there were specialconcerns or mitigation measures required.  Thomas County has large floodplainareas within its boundaries especially along the Ocholocknee River. Also the cities ofThomasville, Coolidge, and Boston have sizeable areas within the floodplain.   Thecounty and the cities have to be vigilante in enforcing their floodplain ordinances.The cities of Thomasville, Boston, and Coolidge have more problems with floodingso their strategy is complete tasks such as drainage maintenance to help mitigateagainst future flooding.
E. Local Public Information and Awareness StrategyIncrease public awareness of flood hazards to facilitate support for and adoption ofmitigation actions.
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 Encourage businesses and private property owners to adopt appropriate floodhazard mitigation actions:  requires applying to FEMA National CommunityRating System to provide incentives for activities that reduce flood losses andsupport sale of flood insurance.
 Require disclosure of flood hazards as part of real estate transactions:  requiresenforcement of real estate community and accurate subdivision plats.
 Improve public communication of flood hazard threats before a major floodevent occurs: requires improving early warnings to evacuate residents in floodprone areas; improving residents’ understanding of the necessity to prepare inadvance for flooding events

V. NATURAL HAZARD - HURRICANES
A. Mitigation Goals – Hurricanes are large storm events occurring usually from Juneto November in a given year.  The main effects from a hurricane that happen inThomas County are heavy flooding rains, high winds, and small tornadoes.
B. Range of Mitigation Options1. Structural v Non-structural – Structural improvements needed for hurricanewinds are the responsibility of the owner.  The community will utilize non-structural options; enforcing building code compliance, expanding publicbroadcast of weather warnings, and public education to supplementproperty owner’s structural options.2. Existing Policies, Regulations, Ordinances and Land Use – The county andcities within currently enforce building codes.3. Community Values, Historic and Special Considerations - Projectimplementation will serve to protect historic districts in Thomasville andBoston, and historic resources dispersed throughout the unincorporatedcounty.  No other special considerations were identified.  Data on new andexisting critical facilities have been covered in the goals and objectives.  Alsodata on the facilities is shown in each hazard’s critical facility inventory inAppendix A.4. Data on new buildings and infrastructure have been covered in the goals andobjectives.  Any new buildings and infrastructure will be built withhurricane mitigation incorporated in the design.    The mitigative actions forhurricanes include improved building codes, public awareness,strengthening critical facilities, and preparing for hurricane evacuees.
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5. Data on existing buildings and infrastructure is shown in each hazard’scritical facility inventory in Appendix A.  Any existing buildings andinfrastructure will be improved with hurricane mitigation incorporated intoany renovations.  The mitigative actions for hurricanes include improvedbuilding codes, public awareness, strengthening critical facilities, andpreparing for hurricane evacuees.
C. Mitigation Strategy and RecommendationsGoal #1 Reduce the potential for loss of life and damage to propertywhich commonly results from hurricane/tropical storm winds

Objective 1 Develop a building stock capable of maintainingstructural integrity when confronted with highwinds.
Task 1.1 Secure critical facilities’ electricity during hurricaneevent.

Action Step 1.1.1Purchase backup generators to maintain utilitiesduring storm events.Category: PreventionResponsible Org: Thomas County EMACoordinating Org: Thomas County EMATimeline: 2012-2014Approximate Cost: $1MFunding Source: GEMA/FEMABenefit: Provide emergency responseand improve public awarenessThis action step benefit will be countywide with anestimated population of 44,720.  The value ofstructures benefiting is $2.2 billion.
Objective 2 Develop a plan for managing hurricane evacuees to ThomasCounty.
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Task 2.1 Prepare shelters and maintain supplies for hurricaneevacuation event.
Action Step 2.1.1Annual review of condition of evacuation sheltersand suppliesCategory: PreparationResponsible Org: Thomas County EMACoordinating Org: Thomas County EMATimeline: Annually (April/May)Approximate Cost: Staff time/$5000Funding Source: Government OperatingBudget/FEMABenefit: Being adequately for hurricaneevacuation event

This action step benefit will be countywide with anestimated population of 44,720.  The value ofstructures benefiting is $2.2 billion.
D. Special Multi-Jurisdictional Strategy – Code enforcement, education and weatherwarnings are applicable countywide. Improvements are planned for emergencyshelters and critical facilities.
E. Public Information and Awareness – Will be accomplished through broadcast ofpublic service announcements and use of weather radios.
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CHAPTER 5 - LOCAL TECHNOLOGICAL HAZARD MITIGATION GOALSAND OBJECTIVESSUMMARY OF CHANGES: No new projects.The Thomas County PHMP capabilities assessment is located in Appendix B.
TECHNOLOGICAL HAZARD – HAZARDOUS MATERIAL RELEASE

A. Mitigation Goals – Much of the mitigative technology and equipment employedduring technological incidents is portable and cost prohibitive for smallcommunities.  For these reasons it important that the community not only developlocal capacity unilaterally, as appropriate, but coordinate capacity-building withother communities to share the associated expenses among a larger user base.
B. Range of Mitigation Options1. Structural v Non-structural – Although structural and non-structural optionsare available, the former measures are primarily private sector optionswhile the latter constitute the public sector’s primary option.  The privatesector is the primary source of hazardous materials incidents, and the publicsector has limited regulatory control over how the private sector conductsits business, with the primary exception of protecting the health and safetyof workers.  The type and mobility of most measures available to the publicsector classifies them as non-structural.

2. Existing Policies, Regulations, Ordinances and Land Use – Very little in theway of existing policies and regulations could be identified which affectshazardous materials handling by the private sector.  Local entities arerequired to file Material Safety Data Sheets with the host jurisdictioninforming local officials of the types of hazardous chemicals on site.  Thecommunity does have traffic laws which, when rigidly enforced, are amitigation tool.
3. Community Values, Historic and Special Considerations – Quality of life is aprimary concern to residents, and the threats posed by hazardous materialscompromise, and if serious enough, jeopardize local conditions.4. Data on new buildings and infrastructure have been covered in the goals andobjectives.  Any new buildings and infrastructure will be built with
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technological hazards mitigation incorporated in the design.  The mitigativeactions for technological hazards include maintaining contact with otherstate and local emergency agencies to share expertise on handlingtechnological hazard events.  Also protect the vulnerable populations fromin transit hazardous materials release by locating the overnight storage insecure and remote area.5. Data on existing buildings and infrastructure is shown in each hazard’scritical facility inventory in Appendix A. Any existing buildings and infra-structure will be improved with technological hazards mitigationincorporated into any renovations.  The mitigative actions for technologicalhazards include maintaining contact with other state and local emergencyagencies to share expertise on handling technological hazard events.  Alsoprotect the vulnerable populations from in transit hazardous materialsrelease by locating the overnight storage in secure and remote area.
C. Mitigation Strategy and Recommendations

Goal 1 Be prepared to respond appropriately to any foreseeabletechnological hazard eventObjective 1 Secure external sources of funding to help financelocal capacity building
Task 1.1 Network with emergency personnel staff at state andfederal levels

Action Step 1.1.1Submit competitive applications to fund trainingneeds when potential funding sources are identifiedCategory: Emergency ServicesResponsible Org: Thomas County EMA DirectorCoordinating Org: Thomas County Board ofCommissionersTimeline: As AppropriateCost: Staff timeFunding Source: LocalBenefit: Improved emergency equipmentand communications
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This action step benefit will be countywide with anestimated population of 44,720.  The value ofstructures benefiting is $2.2 billion.
Action Step 1.1.2Submit competitive applications to fund equipmentneeds when potential funding sources are identifiedCategory: Emergency ServicesResponsible Org: Thomas County EMACoordinating Org: Thomas County EMATimeline: As AppropriateCost: Staff timeFunding Source: LocalBenefit: Improved emergencycommunicationsThis action step benefit will be countywide with anestimated population of 44,720.  The value ofstructures benefiting is $2.2 billion.

Objective 3 Clearly define the lines and realms of responsibilityfor emergency response personnel on the incidentsiteTask 3.1 Develop and adopt incident-site protocol
Action Step 3.1.1Convene planning meetings between emergencyresponse personnel and owners/managers ofhazardous material sites to develop appropriateprotocolsCategory: Emergency ServicesResponsible Org: Thomas County EMA DirCoordinating Org: Emergency ServicesTimeline: 2013Cost: Staff timeFunding Source: LocalBenefit: Improved emergencycommunications andcooperation during man madehazard event
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This action step benefit will be countywide with anestimated population of 44,720.  The value ofstructures benefiting is $2.2 billion.
Action Step 3.1.2Adopt protocols and schedule periodic review andupdateCategory: Emergency ServicesResponsible Org: Thomas County EMA DirectorCoordinating Org: All Emergency ServicesTimeline: 2013Cost: Staff timeFunding Source: LocalBenefit: Improved emergencycommunications andcooperation during man madehazard event

This action step benefit will be countywide with anestimated population of 44,720.  The value ofstructures benefiting is $2.2 billion.
D. Special Multi-Jurisdictional StrategyThe Thomas County plan includes the Cities of Thomasville, Boston, Coolidge, Meigs,Ochlocknee, and Pavo.  This multi-jurisdictional plan required review of the countyand each city individually for each hazard to determine if there were specialconcerns or mitigation measures required.  All the cities in Thomas Countyparticipating in the pre hazard mitigation plan are located on major four lane U. S.highways which make them more susceptible to in transit hazardous materialsincidents.  Also all the cities have rail lines crossing through their corporate limits.The strategy that Thomas County has developed applies throughout the county.
E. Public Information and AwarenessMan-made hazards have the potential to occur anywhere in Thomas County.Development has created more businesses within the county transportingand handling hazardous materials.  Thomas County, Thomasville, Boston,Meigs, Ochlocknee, and Pavo emergency management services need toeducate the public and business owners on prevention and train personnel tohandle hazard situations.
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CHAPTER 6 – MITIGATION PLAN EXECUTIONSummary of Changes:
 The EMA director will be responsible for implementing and recommending updatesto the plan on an annual basis.

I. IMPLEMENTATION
A. Administrative ActionsThe chief elected official (mayor) and county commission chairman chief appointedofficials (county administrator, city manager) of the four local jurisdictions areresponsible for day-to-day administrative personnel and operations of theirrespective local governments, mitigation activities proposed herein, and theirrespective jurisdiction’s responsibilities for plan implementation.  It is theseindividuals who will present and recommend to the governing body policy changes,ordinance adoption, or initiate revisions in administrative procedures necessary toaccomplish goals of this mitigation plan.  These four individuals are responsible forensuring that action steps specific to their jurisdiction are implemented, andreporting progress to the executive committee.  The EMA Director is responsible forcoordinating and supporting these activities, and generally overseeing planimplementation
B. Authority and ResponsibilityThe authority and responsibility for implementation of this plan is vested in theoffice of Emergency Management Director.
C. Prioritization1. Emergency response personnel and local governmental staff updated anassessment of the community’s ability to respond to any hazards that couldseriously affect any of the seven participating jurisdictions.  These personnelhave firsthand knowledge of local capabilities and see the interactionbetween responsible parties.  Among the strongest findings gleaned fromthe capabilities assessment is the lack of information and coordinationbetween elected and appointed officials, and between emergency
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responders and private sector individuals/organizations with assignedemergency responsibilities.  Because information is not only fundamentalbut essential to success in virtually every endeavor, priority in developmentof this plan has been placed on compiling and disseminating pertinentinformation, and coordinating the activities of partners in mitigation.Thomas County Emergency Management Agency will develop a library ofmitigation materials and serve as a clearinghouse of information to bepresented to the general public in numerous settings and forums, applied tolocal government activities and shared between local emergency responseagencies.  This activity is a non-structural mitigation measure; consisting ofaction steps less expensive to implement, with broader applicationirrespective of the type hazard, less expensive to maintain, and moreadaptable for application to specific needs than structural measures.  Sincethis is a non-structural measure with a wealth of information available onthe subject matter, the greatest expense associated with this activity isexpected to be staff time.  As mentioned on page 1, the county has beenaggressive in recent years in preparedness activities.  The balance of planaction steps either supplement or complete active mitigation measures, orare best management practices.
More specifically, priorities were established as functions of time and cost.Actions which were deemed less costly and less time consuming toimplement were given higher priority, while those of greater expense andrequiring more time for implementation were rated lower.

2. Use of cost benefit – Of the action steps included in this plan, 75% involvecompilation and/or dissemination of disaster-related information.  A majorbenefit of such non-structural measures is their cost effectiveness; they areinexpensive to implement and maintain and have broad applicability.  Thebalance of activity either supplements or completes preparedness measuresinitiated previously by the community, or are best management practices.The “high ticket” actions have a lower public benefit level and will takesignificantly longer periods of time to implement.  These appear late in thelist of priorities.
3. Use of other calculations – No other calculations were utilized.
4. Use of other review structure – No other review structure was utilized.
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D. Incorporation of Pre-Disaster Mitigation into other plans/planning measuresPursuant to Georgia law, local governments must prepare and adopt acomprehensive plan to maintain eligibility for state grants, loans and/or permits.All local jurisdictions are diligent in maintaining their “Qualified Local Government”status.  Although the chief elected official of the jurisdiction is legally accountable forensuring these plans are prepared in accordance with stringent state planning andprocedural standards, and formally adopted, responsibility for ensuring this isaccomplished is deferred to the chief administrative official. The previous hazardmitigation plan was reviewed during the update process of the comprehensive plan.At that time there was very little connection between the two documents, howeverthe push is on to further incorporate hazard mitigation into comprehensiveplanning and during the next comprehensive plan update this will be done Annualreview and evaluation of this mitigation plan will serve to facilitate incorporation ofmitigation measures into daily management functions of the local governments aswell as the comprehensive plans of the seven communities, all scheduled to beupdated no later than June 30, 2018.  The Southwest Georgia Regional Commissionhas helped not only with preparation of this plan but has also been helping thecommunities comply with comprehensive and other planning requirements.  Inaddition, digital maps prepared for this plan exceed the pre-disaster mitigationplanning requirements.  Much of the mapped information included here does notappear on any local data base, but is useful for revealing the relationships betweenplanning, management and mitigation.  This resource is intended to provide avaluable link between mitigation, planning and management functions of the localgovernments.
II. MONITORING AND EVALUATION

A. MethodLocal monitoring and evaluation will occur annually.  The EMA Director will reviewthe plan at a local level to update administrative actions that have been taken, andrevise the plan as needed.  The EMA Director will maintain a current, written recordof progress made with plan implementation.  With the record of project informationrecorded during the course of the year(s) it will be useful for the end-of-yearevaluation (and five-year update). Once the five year update comes it will be veryuseful to have the written record of accomplishments and notes ready to bediscussed and inserted into the updated plan.  Assuming there is no change in theplanning requirements; Thomas County will follow the same method as was done
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for this plan update, beginning around 2016. One of the first tasks of the EMADirector will be to determine the criteria to be used for evaluation of the plan.Included among these criteria should be:
 Do the goals and objectives continue to address expected conditions in EarlyCounty?
 Is the risk assessment still appropriate, or has the nature or magnitude ofthe hazard and/or vulnerability changed over time?
 Are current resources appropriate for implementing this plan?
 Have lead agencies participated as originally proposed?
 Have outcomes been adequate?
 What problems have occurred in the implementation process?
 Have member of the public been adequately involved in the process? Aretheir comments being heard?

B. ResponsibilityThe responsibility of monitoring, reviewing and updating the plan will be theThomas County Emergency Agency in cooperation with all county agency and alldepartments in the cities of Thomasville, Boston, Coolidge, Meigs, Ochlocknee, andPavo.  The agency may involved other regional, state, and private entities to assist inupdating the plan.
C. TimeframeUpon formal plan adoption the EMA Director will organize and assign specificresponsibilities for plan implementation.  The EMA Director shall assess progressquarterly thereafter, and where necessary develop plan revisions or adjustments.The EMA Director shall perform a progress evaluation of annual progress inDecember.  Based on the results of this evaluation appropriate steps will be taken tofacilitate implementation during the subsequent year.
D. ReportingQuarterly meetings between the EMA Director and the jurisdictions will be used asthe reporting mechanism.  Presentations by the EMA Director will keep the localgovernments abreast of plan progress and any shortcomings in planimplementation.  This time will be used to adjust or supplement the plan in theevent of significant problems or difficulties, and will help maintain responsibility
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and accountability among the participants.  The EMA Director will make periodicreports to the board of commissioners concerning implementation progress.
III. MULTI-JURISDICTIONAL STRATEGY AND CONSIDERATIONS

The Emergency Management Agency (EMA) is the authorized agent of the cities ofThomasville, Boston, Coolidge, Meigs, Ochlocknee, and Pavo. and Thomas County forPre-Disaster Mitigation planning.  These officials are responsible for theadministrative personnel and day-to-day operations of their respective localgovernments, mitigation activities proposed in the plan, and their respectivejurisdiction’s responsibilities for plan implementation.  It is these individuals whowill present and recommend to the governing body policy changes, ordinanceadoption, or initiate revisions in administrative procedures necessary to accomplishgoals of the mitigation plan.  These individuals have responsibility for ensuring thataction steps specific to their respective jurisdictions are implemented, and reportingprogress to the executive committee.
IV PLAN UPDATE AND MAINTENANCE

A. Public involvementMany of the action steps identified in this plan require direct interaction with thegeneral public.  These occasions will be used not only to share critical informationneeded by the public, but to inform residents of local mitigation activities and tosolicit public participation throughout the year.  As an official creation of the county,meetings of the executive committee are “public”.  Consequently, all such meetingswill be posted in advance of the meeting date, and the local print media will receivenotification directly.  The 2016 update of the plan is expected to bear littleresemblance to the current document.  For that reason, and because it is an officialplan of all seven local jurisdictions, a publicly advertised hearing will be held at thebeginning of the update process to inform the public and to solicit publicparticipation.  A second hearing will be held near the end of the update process forpublic comment.
Responsible officials of involved organizations and agencies should recommendrevisions at any time and provide information periodically as to change of personnel
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and available resources which would bear on the provisions of this plan and itsimplementation.
To facilitate the goal of continued public involvement in the planning process, theEMA will assure that the following steps are taken:

 The public will be directly involved in the update and review of the plan asmembers of the Pre-Disaster Mitigation Planning Committee.
 Copies of the plan will be kept on hand at appropriate agencies throughoutThomas County. Contained in the plan is the address and phone number ofthe EMA employee responsible for keeping track of public comments on theplan.
 The plan will be available on the City/County’s website, and will contain ane-mail address and phone number the public can use for submittingcomments and concerns about the plan.
 A public meeting will be held annually to provide the public with a forum forexpressing concerns, opinions, and ideas. The EMA will set meetingschedules and dates and use County resources to publicize and host thismeeting.

B. TimeframeIt is not presently known what planning standards will apply to the 2016 planupdate.  Consequently, it is difficult to accurately predict the specific timetablewhich will be needed.  The comprehensive plans of all seven local jurisdictions mustbe prepared, go through regional and state reviews and adopted by June 30, 2018.This means that this PHMP will once again be redone before a new comprehensiveplan is done. Based on current assumptions of future mitigation planning standards,a committee structure and plan preparation process similar to that described in theintroduction is proposed.  The first of two publicly advertised hearings will be heldin spring of 2016 at the beginning of the update process to inform the general publicand solicit public participation.  A second hearing will be held in late fall near theend of the update process for public comment prior to adoption by local governingbodies.
C. ReportingThe quarterly meetings of the executive committee will be used as the reportingmechanism.  Presentations by the various responsible parties to this committee willnot only update the EMA Director, but keep the full executive committee abreast ofplan progress and any shortcomings in plan implementation.  This time will be used
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to adjust, maintain or supplement the plan in the event of significant problems,difficulties or unanticipated success.  This reporting method will help maintainresponsibility and accountability among the participants. The EMA Director willmake periodic reports to the board of commissioners concerning implementationprogress.  The chief elected or chief administrative officer of all local governmentsserves on the executive committee.  These individuals will also report to theirelected governing bodies progress made in plan implementation.
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CHAPTER 7 – CONCLUSIONSummary of Changes:
 No Changes

I. SUMMARY
Local government adoption of this mitigation plan completes the third of fourimportant steps.  Resources have been organized to address the issues associatedwith hazard mitigation.  Residents have identified the natural hazards most likely toaffect the community and assessed the level of risk associated with each hazard.Included in this document are the numerous steps which must yet be taken toreduce community exposure to the natural hazards most likely to occur.  The fourthstep remains to be completed.  It is believed that implementation of the action stepsidentified herein will make the community much safer in the event another naturaldisaster should occur.  The community can capitalize on past successes inemergency preparedness to continue its efforts to provide for the health, safety andgeneral well-being of the resident population.

II. REFERENCES
PublicationsNumerous publications were utilized in compiling information for this plan.  Each sub-committee’s resources are indicated on the individual worksheets located in theappendices.  Some publications used include:1. The Albany Herald2. The Thomasville Times Enterprise3. Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM)4. U.S. Geological Survey Water-Supply Paper

Numerous publications were utilized in compiling information for this plan.  Each sub-committee’s resources are indicated on the individual worksheets located in theappendices.  Some websites used include:1. GEMA2. FEMA3. NCDC
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Web Sites - http://www4.ncdc.noaa.gov/cgi-win/wwcgi.dll?wwEvent~stormsmorgan@westegg.comwww.tornadoproject.comhttp://www.dnr.state.ga.us/dnr/environ/et.al.
Additional sources of informationThe additional sources of information used in compiling this research were county recordsidentifying past hazard events.Georgia Department of Natural ResourcesGeorgia Forestry CommissionGeorgia Tornado DatabaseNational Climatic Data CenterNational Weather ServiceUniversity of GeorgiaCenter for Agribusiness and Economic Development1998-2000 Georgia Drought ReportUSDA Farm Services AgencyNewspaper articlesInterviews with local sourcesThomas County Comprehensive PlanCity of Thomasville Comprehensive PlanCity of Boston Comprehensive PlanCity of Meigs Comprehensive PlanCity of Ochlocknee Comprehensive PlanCity of Coolidge Comprehensive PlanThomas County Emergency Operations Plan 2011et al.


